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PROJECT CONTEXT 
To put the world on track to meet its 2050 
climate targets, carbon removal will be required 
at large scale – on the order of gigatonnes 
per year. This is an unprecedented challenge, 
relying on the urgent development and rollout 
of technologies and accompanying governance 
frameworks from virtually a standing start.

In June 2020, Foresight Transitions was engaged 
by a philanthropic funder to undertake a six-
month capacity-building project, working to 
improve communications and awareness on the 
topic of carbon removal across the corporate 
sector. Against this backdrop, many companies 
across a range of sectors had recently announced, 
or were launching, net-zero and other ambitious 
climate plans, often with provisions relating to 
the use of carbon removal. The Foresight team 
surveyed a selection of companies and found 
broad agreement that there were awareness, 
understanding and capacity gaps surrounding 
carbon removal Corporates expressed a desire for 
more information on a range of topics – many of 
which related to the procedures of procuring and 
utilising removals in the corporate context.

The approach was conceptualised as a guide that 
would provide corporates with the confidence 
and credibility to engage with carbon removal, 
despite high level of uncertainty regarding 
the future of this sector. The Carbon Removal 
Corporate Engagement Guide was developed 
using participatory and anticipatory approaches, 
yielding evidence-based insights regarding the 
challenges facing corporate stakeholders, whilst 
also providing a future-facing view exploring 
how actors can move forward in a highly 
uncertain space.

Corporate carbon removal research at 
Foresight Transitions is one component of a 
broader ecosystem of work, seeking to develop 
insights into carbon removal as a deeply 
uncertain problem space involving a range of 
interconnected actors. If you would like to find 
out more about Foresight’s approach and 
programme of work, do not hesitate to get in 
contact via the website. 

DEEP UNCERTAINTY RESEARCH 
AT FORESIGHT TRANSITIONS

Set up in 2017, Foresight Transitions offers a unique level of 
research to assist decision-making under deep uncertainty 
across technology transitions, resource systems, and 
environmental and climate change issues. We provide 
bespoke analysis based on fundamental research around 
financial modelling, user perceptions and experiences, 
technological development, and regulatory and policy risks 
in possible futures, accommodating for deep uncertainty.
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EXECUTIVE  
SUMMARY
The race to net-zero has thrown the spotlight 
on companies’ climate plans – including the 
complexities of carbon dioxide removal 

Countries, regions and organisations around the 
world are committing to act on climate change, 
with net-zero pledges now a common feature of 
company websites and sustainability strategies. 
However, for many companies, delivering on net-zero 
commitments presents the challenge of addressing 
residual emissions – namely those that will remain 
even after deep emissions reductions at source 
(abatement) have taken place. This has fueled an 
increased interest in carbon dioxide removal (CDR) 
– also known as greenhouse gas removal (GGR) or 
negative emissions technologies (NETs).

The spotlight is now very much on the corporate 
sector and the responses corporates are adopting 
to deliver on net-zero ambitions, and in many cases 
on CDR. This attention is unsurprising given the 
central position of corporates: as greenhouse gas 
emitters, generating demand for abatement and 
removal solutions; as potential sources of funding 
for the development of removal technologies; and 
as influential stakeholders in the communities and 
discourses in which they operate. 

Corporate strategies on CDR and net-zero vary 
significantly. In part, this reflects the distinct 
priorities and capabilities of organisations, as well as 
the differing levels of awareness and understanding 
of the CDR options available and how they might 
be implemented, particularly in the absence of best 
practice guidelines or established pathways. 
A handful of early-mover companies are seen 
as CDR trailblazers, with headlines announcing 
initiatives to go beyond net-zero and direct 
multi-million investments towards removal projects. 
For many others, plans and pathways are unclear, as 
they await clarity on the rules, or wait to build on the 
learnings from first movers – fearful of inadvertently 
triggering criticism for ‘doing it wrong’. Indeed, for 
some companies, CDR is not a priority at all. 
All face the challenge of balancing the interests 
of climate and business whilst navigating public 
and investor scrutiny.

Making the business case for CDR is more 
complex than for abatement

Corporates are familiar with the business case 
for abatement initiatives, where return on 
investment modelling sits comfortably alongside 
ESG requirements – energy efficiency measures, 
renewable energy supplies, electrification of fleets, 
and travel policy changes being just some examples. 

Making the business case for CDR is more complex, 
given the uncertainties that surround CDR: 

 » The absence of CDR policies and governance 
at national level; 

 » The absence of market mechanisms to guide 
purchases in line with climate and business 
best practice;

 » Limitations in the availability of affordable, 
mature, credible removal solutions;

 » Lack of guidance as to the appropriateness or 
relative merit of different removal solutions – with 
biological solutions like afforestation and soil 
carbon sequestration difficult to compare against 
engineered projects like direct air carbon capture;

 » Limited understanding of how the public will 
view the legitimacy of different corporate 
CDR approaches.

Establishing a path forward in the present context, 
with so many unknowns, coupled with the acute 
time pressure of delivering a net-zero world, 
presents a formidable challenge to businesses. 
This gives rise to distinct strategies. 

Four broad CDR engagement ‘personas’ 
observable in the corporate sector

Engagements with corporate stakeholders as part 
of this project highlighted several factors that 
distinguish corporate approaches to CDR – including 
the immediacy of action, the choice of solution, the 
value placed on action being perceived as ‘credible’, 
and the role played by the company.  
This allowed four illustrative personas to be 
described to be described according to (i) the level 
of urgency to action and (ii) the company’s 
willingness to tolerate uncertainty. 

(A) Act Now: Market-ready removal options. 
Companies engage with removals through 
established market structures – namely by 
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purchasing available credits via the voluntary 
carbon market. These are typically biological 
(‘nature-based’) removals, which are relatively 
more available and generally lower cost.

(B) Wait and See: Await clarity on trends and 
policies. Companies do not yet set a removal 
strategy, anticipating that market trends or 
rules will later emerge, providing greater 
certainty. Companies wish to ensure the 
approach taken will be credible and support 
regulatory compliance. 

(C) Play to Strengths: Evolve strategy based 
on organisational capabilities. Companies 
develop a strategy that complements their 
brand and expertise, exploring options that align 
with existing value chain activities – including 
‘insetting’. These companies may look to 
ultimately become developers and suppliers, 
rather than buyers, of removals.

(D) Future Solutions: Invest in emerging removal 
options. Companies invest in or otherwise 
financially support (e.g. through long-term 
purchase agreements) the development of new 
and innovative CDR supply chains. 

These personas represent broad archetypes 
of how corporates might engage, rather than 
reflecting specific companies’ approaches. In 
reality, corporates could adopt a hybrid approach, 
and approaches are also likely to change over 
time. Nonetheless, examining the personas being 
adopted provides insight into the barriers and 
gaps faced by organisations looking to engage 
with CDR. It also provides the opportunity to 
reflect on the possible larger-scale, longer-term 
implications of corporate carbon removal, and to 
consider whether this is aligned with a broader 
set of global goals – namely addressing climate 
change, tackling the biodiversity crisis, and 
generating social value as well as building social 
licence for CDR.  

A systems approach can be used to 
understand the impact of corporates 
on the CDR space

It is instructive to understand how corporate 
engagement will impact and shape the 
development of a CDR sector. By understanding 
the risks and opportunities of action and inaction, 
the business case for certain pathways can begin 
to be shaped, taking into account the changing 
regulatory environment, evolving market 
structures and consumer preferences, and 
scrutiny from an increasingly informed public. 

Impacts from corporate carbon removal are 
likely to arise at the localised and delocalised 
level. In the long-term, there are also likely 
to be commercial impacts for corporates 
themselves – for example on reputation, 
regulatory compliance, and exposure to other 
market risks. The impacts of no action must also 
be evaluated. 

These impacts could be used to build narratives 
for corporate CDR engagement, and to develop 
best practice guidelines. Robust corporate 
action will be that which manages these broad 
considerations – balancing social legitimacy, 
environmental sustainability, climate efficacy, and 
commercial palatability. 

Engaging with this Guide provides:

 » An overview of the potential role for CDR 
within net-zero and climate action.

 » Awareness of the key issues encountered 
by corporates at various stages of 
CDR engagement.

 » Insight into the considerations and issues 
that can be anticipated to arise from 
large-scale, corporate-driven CDR. 

 » Recommendations on next steps for robust 
and credible engagement with CDR. 

 » Sign-posting to other useful information 
and resources.
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Next steps for corporates
In the absence of a formal governance framework 
for carbon removal, corporate decision-making 
will strongly influence the nature and evolution of 
the carbon removal market. This places a respon-
sibility on corporates to make informed decisions 
that uphold high-integrity outcomes. 

This Guide does not purport to be a one-stop-
shop for corporate CDR practice, but instead to 
anticipate and highlight the issues and unknowns 
that have not been adequately explored in wid-
er literature. Nonetheless, there are some base 
guidelines that can be drawn from the findings 
from this initial study that could be beneficial to 
those organisations looking to engage in the CDR 
space. Corporates can follow a loose framework 
that involves establishing what is known and 
what is unknown, openly acknowledging key chal-
lenges, engaging with new evidence, and demon-
strating an approach that is both scientifically and 
publicly informed. The following stages, which 
importantly may not be sequential, are relevant:

1. Understanding emissions and solutions: 
‘Demonstrate ambitious abatement’

2. Investigating carbon removal options: 
‘Undertake transparent learning process’

3. Strategy development and implementation: 
‘Establish robust decision-making framework’

4. Ongoing operation: ‘Review, evaluate, improve’

Next steps for development 
of the Guide
The business case for CDR engagement and best 
practice is highly challenging, perhaps by some 
metrics even philanthropic. There is undoubtedly 
a need for much more detailed exploration of 
the commercial case, and possible commercial 
models, for corporate carbon removal. If the 
carbon removal discourse remains confined to 
niche specialist spaces, it will not be successful in 
achieving widespread adoption. Ongoing work is 
therefore needed to facilitate dialogues between 
specialists and corporates, to establish a shared 
vision of best-practice carbon removal that can be 

built into the corporate climate action playbook. 
Foresight Transitions will seek to undertake such 
work throughout 2021. 
 
Moving forward, the objective is to build a 
platform for broader stakeholder engagement 
and collaboration that will support the 
development of best practices in corporate 
CDR. This platform will be delivered through 
the co-production with diverse stakeholders 
of informative tools, enabling inclusive 
participation in the discourse and introducing 
broader perspectives to identify and address 
the challenges that lie ahead – including the 
known-unknowns and the unknowns that 
have yet to be encountered. This will be key 
to the delivery of high-integrity, sustainable, 
socially just, and commercially viable corporate 
net-zero strategies.

Conclusion
The carbon removal sector needs to be scaled up 
from a virtual standing start, in a timeframe of 
years to decades. There is little margin for error, 
and it must therefore be handled simultaneously 
with caution and pragmatism. Corporates should 
be cognisant that carbon removal is a key tenet of 
net-zero, rather than a trend in business climate 
action. Moreover, removing carbon is not just a 
technological endeavour. The way we approach 
removal sends a powerful message for the type 
of net-zero society we want to be

This document has been updated. The original version unintentionally omitted 
direct air capture and storage (DACS) as a key technology option for carbon 
dioxide removal. This has now been corrected.
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Unpacking net-zero
In the last two years, ‘net-zero’ has become 
a byword for corporate climate ambition. The 
target has been embraced by businesses of all 
types, sizes, and geographies. According to the 
Science Based Targets initiative, ‘as of July 2020, 
a quarter of global CO2 emissions and more 
than half of the global economy were covered by 
net-zero commitments1. This encompasses over 
1500 companies, with a combined revenue of over 
US$12.5 trillion2.

The net-zero goal has been a paradigm shift 
relative to the incremental improvements in 
climate ambition seen before. Crucially, net-zero 
has served to bring corporate action broadly into 
line with long-term climate targets, centring on 
a shared vision for the planet that will allow the 
worst effects of climate change to be avoided. 
If the planet can get to net-zero by around mid-
century, global climate change can be limited to 
2 or even 1.5 °C.

But what does net-zero actually look like, and 
how can the corporate sector get there? At a 
high level, we know net-zero means we must 
stop adding greenhouse gases (GHGs) to the 
atmosphere. In reality, the sudden shift in focus 
towards net-zero came before the associated 
definitions, principles, pathways and plans were 
put in place. In the coming years, corporates face 

the challenge of exploring and establishing what 
the path to net-zero might mean in practice. This 
will involve carefully balancing the interests of 
climate and business whilst navigating public and 
investor scrutiny.

The role of carbon removal in 
net-zero targets
Net-zero is now widely understood to mean 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions to the 
greatest extent possible, and ‘balancing out’ 
the rest somehow, meaning that, overall, a 
given entity is no longer seen to be contributing 
emissions to the atmosphere. While this first 
component, the reduction of emissions, has been 
the subject of extensive technology and policy 
development over the course of decades, the 
latter component, the ‘balancing out’, is often 
glossed over, and is only beginning to be examined 
in detail. 

Although there is broad public awareness that 
carbon offsets can be used as compensatory tool, 
and have been used as such for several decades, 
the idea has been subject to increasing scepticism 
by NGOs and other climate practitioners – due 
to quality concerns as well as issues with their 
use in maintaining business-as-usual emissions, 
or even promoting rebound effects. At the same 
time, the idea of carbon removal as an option 
for the treatment of residual emissions has 

Key takeaways

 » Carbon removal is essential to meeting global climate targets – but the sector urgently 
needs to scale.

 » Corporates are well positioned to become buyers of, investors in, and suppliers of 
carbon removal. They will be key stakeholders in the emergent sector.

 » Discussions to date have neglected to meaningfully engage corporates, to inform them or learn 
from them. This will make the alleviation of barriers and implementation of solutions difficult. 

 » The Carbon Removal Corporate Engagement Guide uses participatory and anticipatory methods 
to generate evidence to support the development of a discussion around corporate roles in scaling 
carbon removal.
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1 Science Based Targets Initiative (2020), Foundations for Science-Based Net Zero Target Setting in the Corporate Sector 
https://sciencebasedtargets.org/resources/legacy/2020/09/foundations-for-net-zero-full-paper.pdf

2 New Climate Institute (2020), Navigating the nuances of net-zero targets  
https://newclimate.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/NewClimate_NetZeroReport_October2020.pdf
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emerged in certain niches, such as the IPCC, 
academia and specialist conferences, but has only 
recently begun to take hold in the broader public 
conscience. While there is likely to continue to be 
a role for traditional offsetting to meet interim 
targets over the coming years, particularly given 
the maturity of these markets relative to those 
for removals, it is suggested that a shift towards 
‘carbon removal offsets’ takes place, to improve 
the likelihood of attaining net-zero.3 The ways in 
which carbon removal is distinct from offsetting, 
its purpose within a net-zero strategy, and the 
ways companies might engage with it, are not 
widely understood. 

Carbon removal as a practical tool for climate 
action is currently in its infancy. At present, 
we generate some removals through nature, 
and a much smaller amount through dedicated 
technologies. However, quantities are many 
orders of magnitude smaller than what is 
needed to effectively address the residual 
emissions that are likely to persist across 
the economy even after deep reductions. The 
IPCC suggests that quantities of removal on 
the order of 100 to 1000 gigatons will need 
to be delivered this century, while the Energy 
Transitions Commission more recently placed 
the figure at around 200 gigatons by mid-
century – which is the overshoot gap between the 
available emissions budget and feasible levels 
of abatement in different sectors.4 Today, we 
currently emit close to 40 gigatons annually.5 

Getting to net-zero as a planet will therefore 
require an enormous effort to scale up carbon 
removal activities, as well as the oversight 
systems to deliver and manage those activities 

– establishing a new carbon removal sector 
potentially as one of the largest in the world.6 

Crucially, these efforts need to kick off in the very 
near term if we are to stand a chance of getting to 
gigaton-scale carbon removal by 2050.

Corporates will be crucial for  
realising carbon removal
For corporates, setting a path towards net-zero 
will in many cases mean working out how to use 
carbon removal. At the same time, the corporate 
sector could be integral to making such 
a tool a reality. 

Notwithstanding injections of public and perhaps 
third sector support in certain areas, the 
corporate sector is often seen as the de facto 
financier of carbon removal scale-up. As a major 
source of emissions globally, some of which 
will be challenging to abate, corporates could 
reasonably be assumed to have a strong interest 
in the development of a CDR sector. Indeed, we 
have already witnessed corporates engage with 
the topic and begin to take a leading role in the 
discourse.7, 8, 9 Corporates have the potential to 
be key participants in carbon removal markets 
– as investors in and buyers of removals, and in 
some cases as suppliers. 

However, corporate influence is likely to go 
beyond simply financing CDR technologies. In 
other areas we have seen the actions of corporate 
actors precede or even lead those of political 
ones, facilitated by their different governance 
processes and appetite for risk. While frameworks 
for carbon removal at a governmental and 
intergovernmental level could take many years 
to agree upon, voluntary corporate action can 

10

3 University of Oxford (2020), The Oxford Principles for Net Zero Aligned Carbon Offsetting.

4 Energy Transitions Commission (2021), Reaching climate objectives: the role of carbon dioxide removals. ETC Consultation Paper 
https://www.energy-transitions.org/publications/reaching-climate-objectives-the-role-of-carbon-dioxide-removals/

5 IPCC (2018) Global Warming of 1.5°C. pp.17

6 A recent report by Vivid Economic suggests that ‘Forest-related Nature-Based Solutions (NBS) could generate US$800 billion in annual revenues by 2050, worth US$1.2 
trillion today in NPV terms, surpassing the current market capitalisation of the oil & gas majors’.  
https://www.vivideconomics.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Investor-guide-to-NETs-and-land-use.pdf

7 Microsoft (2021), Microsoft carbon removal: Lessons from an early corporate purchase. 
https://query.prod.cms.rt.microsoft.com/cms/api/am/binary/RE4MDlc

8 Stripe (2020), Stripe’s first carbon removal purchases. 
https://stripe.com/blog/first-negative-emissions-purchases

9 Shopify (2021), How to Kick-Start the Carbon Removal Market: Shopify’s Playbook 
https://cdn.shopify.com/static/sustainability/How-to-Kick-Start-the-Carbon-Removal-Market_Shopifys-Playbook.pdf?shpxid=b33f12cb-0EBF-4EDD-3286-24DB5262FCF7
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take place more rapidly, which will likely leave 
a fingerprint on how decision-making is taken 
forward into the future. As investments and 
purchases are made that affect both the financial 
and carbon balance sheets of organisations, 
corporates will also have a strong financial and 
non-financial interest in removal outcomes, 
meaning their decision-making may shape how 
carbon removal takes place at an even higher 
level. This power and legacy will carry significant 
responsibility, to ensure a high-integrity CDR 
system is put in place for the future.
Figure 1. The importance of corporates to scaling 
carbon removal

Corporates are well positioned to support carbon 
removal, and in an economy that increasingly 
values carbon, may even get a return on their 
investment. By building removals into their 
climate strategies, companies could benefit from 
being seen as technology or thought leaders, 
could enhance their reputation and market 
share, and could shield themselves from future 
costs and liabilities associated with stubborn 
carbon emissions. Some companies are already 
beginning to explore these opportunities. 

Through their net-zero targets, either implicitly 
or explicitly, many companies are committing to 
utilise and support carbon removal. 

However, carbon removal is complex, and involves 
both risks and uncertainties that have barely 
been discussed in the mainstream discourse. 
What is more, to date, the role and significance 
of corporates as key stakeholders in the carbon 
removal sector have not been adequately 

explored. As the dust of excitement about 
net-zero and carbon removal settles, a much 
more practical conversation will need to take 
place about how corporates can engage with 
carbon removal and navigate the associated 
risks in reality. 

Opening up the carbon removal  
conversation 
In recent years, carbon removal has become 
an increasingly popular subject of discussion 
in academic and policymaking spheres. But 
discussions are often highly technical or 
theoretical, with implementational aspects 
poorly explored. To wider audiences, including 
corporates, these discourses have little relevance, 
particularly as such audiences have not been 
engaged in or able to feed into their development. 
Poor communication and visibility between these 
levels of the discourse create troubling capacity 
gaps on both sides. This creates a problem that is 
two fold:

1. Top-down capacity gaps. Corporates do not 
have access to accessible, targeted guidance 
about how to approach carbon removal. 
Despite being critical stakeholders in the  
CDR sector, many corporates face capacity 
gaps regarding what carbon removal is, why 
it is needed, and how they might play a role in 
its delivery.

2. Bottom-up capacity gaps. Carbon removal 
practitioners do not have visibility of the 
practical challenges and barriers corporate 
stakeholders face, and lack understanding 
of how carbon removal will take place and is 
already taking place in real corporate settings.

From the top-down and bottom-up, capacity 
building work needs to take place. Support needs 
to be offered to corporates to allow them to 
identify and navigate risks and implications, and 
effect robust implementation. In tandem, a wider 
landscape of players will need to work put in 
place the necessary enabling and regulating tools 
and frameworks that make it easy for emitters to 
engage with CDR in a credible way, and ensure 
removals are not vulnerable to capture by  

Why are corporates critical to carbon removal?

Will be key 
investors for the 
sector in the 
near term

Corporates 
already setting 
the agenda 
for carbon 
removal

Will be key 
source of 
demand and 
supply in the 
longer term

Have political 
and financial 
capital to 
shape 
deployment
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vested interests. Researchers, policymakers, 
standard-setters, NGOs, technicians/suppliers, 
corporates and investors must develop ways to 
work together functionally to scale the sector. 

Development of a Carbon Removal 
Corporate Engagement Guide at 
Foresight Transitions
Objectives

The Carbon Removal Corporate Engagement 
Guide was developed to respond to this twofold 
problem, and address both top-down and  
bottom-up capacity gaps. The project seeks to 
initiate a collective learning process, the aims of 
which are to:

1. Share knowledge from the top down: Open 
up the specialist carbon removal discourse, 
explore what carbon removal is, why it is 
needed, and how it should take place, so that 
corporates can engage more confidently and 
credibly with the discussion; and

2. Generate insights from the bottom up: 
Engage with corporates to understand how 
the practical implementation of carbon 
removal is taking and will take place, and 
examine whether the theorised role for carbon 
removal can be delivered in reality, given the 
challenges and opportunities faced.

By conducting dialogues with corporate 
stakeholders and building shared understanding, 
the Guide seeks to identify discrepancies between 
academic theory and corporate reality, and to 
articulate a pragmatic and science-based path 
forward for corporate carbon removal that  
allows these top-down and bottom-up  
challenges to be navigated.

Methods

A key objective of this Guide is to recognise the 
overlooked but critical role of co-creation with 
relevant stakeholders in navigating the highly 
uncertain carbon removal problem space, and 
to address the knowledge and capacity gaps 
that have arisen from the failure to meaningfully 
engage the corporate sector. In particular, the 
role of participation in this project is to identify 
challenges and barriers to implementation, and 
to enhance the understanding of the practical 
considerations for carbon removal deployment, 
now and in the future. 

In addition, previous work by Foresight 
Transitions10 has emphasised the value of 
an anticipatory governance11 approach when 
engaging with carbon removal. Anticipatory 
approaches can enable plans and initiatives 
to be taken forward in the face of substantial 
uncertainty and continually emerging evidence. 
Sections of this Guide employ an anticipatory, 
top-down approach, which complements the 
participatory, bottom-up elements by highlighting:

 » Where knowledge might be incomplete,

 » Where certain impacts or perspectives  
have been overlooked,

 » Where certain time horizons have not 
been considered. 

12

10 Heap (2020), Putting people and communities into greenhouse gas removal: Commercial and socio-legal evidence, Foresight Transitions.  
http://foresighttransitions.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Foresight-Transitions-CaSE-Putting-People-into-GGR-Full-Report_130820_FINAL.pdf

11 Nesta (n.d.), Anticipatory regulation.  
https://www.nesta.org.uk/feature/innovation-methods/anticipatory-regulation/
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Figure 2. Visual summary of the methods used to 
undertake this research. 

Between June and December 2020, the team at 
Foresight Transitions conducted engagements 
with over 40 corporate stakeholders, including a 
number of large multinational corporates. This 
involved an initial survey, to better understand the 
key issue areas, followed by an interview focused 
on eliciting the priorities and values, drivers and 
opportunities, and challenges and issues held 
and faced by corporates. This evidence was used 
to (i) understand the state of play, (ii) identify 
trends and direction of travel for corporate 
action, and (iii) consider the potential unforeseen 
implications of corporate choices, to build a more 
comprehensive picture of the interventions and 
capacity building required – amongst corporates 
themselves and across a wider array of actors.

Impact

Engaging with this project will enable 
companies to:

 » Speak more confidently about carbon removal 
in their internal and external communications,

 » Systematically identify the risks and potential 
benefits associated with carbon removal, and 
understand how to capture broad value,

 » Consider how to make credible, trustworthy 
claims about their engagement with 
carbon removal, 

 » Develop a business case for observing best 
practice when engaging with carbon removal.

Vision

The Guide presented herein is proposed as a 
foundation for an ongoing and iterative dialogue 
with the corporate sector about carbon removal. 
In this first iteration, insights are codified in the 
format of a publicly available Guide. 
However, the final format for this work is 
envisioned as a more dynamic piece, 
such as an online membership-based platform 
that supports the convening of stakeholders, the 
continual generation of insights, and the 
offering of bespoke guidance based on sectoral 
and organisational needs. 

Structure of the Carbon Removal 
Corporate Engagement Guide
The Carbon Removal Corporate Engagement 
Guide is structured in four key parts. 

 » Section 2 outlines some of the underpinning 
concepts relating to carbon removal.

 » Section 3 provides an overview of the ‘state of 
play’ in corporate carbon removal. 

 » Section 4 explores the overlooked impacts 
and risks of carbon removal from a corporate 
and a wider societal perspective.

 » Stemming from the impacts identified in 
Section 3 and 4, Section 5 describes a series 
of possible pathways of corporate action 
on removals. Stakeholder evidence is used 
to explore the drivers behind each pathway 
and the challenges corporates foresee, and 
through an anticipatory exercise examines 
potential unforeseen implications of 
corporate decisions. 

 » Section 6 highlights the most difficult issues 
and unresolved questions surrounding 
removals, examining the respective roles of 
corporates and wider players in resolving 
these over different timeframes. The section 
then charts a course forward, outlining the 

Anticipatory
Use broad knowledge base to 

anticipate impacts and outcomes

Participatory
Use stakeholder evidence to identify likely futures

Develop a 
framework for 

action in the face 
of uncertainty

13
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tangible actions corporates can take, both in 
building their internal capacity and strategy, 
and in communicating and implementing 
this externally, to navigate uncertainty and 
advance the carbon removal agenda.

 » Section 7 concludes by summarising the role 
of this Guide and highlighting the work that 
will be needed in this space into the future.

The Guide concludes that by taking a long-term, 
evolving approach to removals, and transparently 
acknowledging uncertainties and challenges, 
corporates can manage the risks involved, 
enhance their credibility, and maximise the 
commercial and climate impact of their choices. 

14
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02.

What is carbon 
removal? 
Understanding the key concepts for carbon removal
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Carbon removal: a critical tool 
for net-zero 
To get to net-zero, emitters will have to reduce 
(abate) their emissions as much as is technically 
and economically feasible. This itself will require 
the global economy to innovate, adapt, and 
transform at unprecedented speed, scale, and 
cost. Alongside these efforts, carbon will also 
need to be removed from the atmosphere. This 
is equivalent to managing the water level in a 
bathtub by both turning the tap off and opening 
the plug.

Carbon removal - also termed carbon dioxide 
removal (CDR) when referring specifically to 
CO2, but falling under the broader umbrella 
of greenhouse gas removal (GGR) or negative 
emissions – will be a critical tool, both over the 
next decades as well as into the future, to provide 
two key functions in climate action. 

Firstly, carbon removal will help us stop 
contributing emissions to the atmosphere 
that lead to warming. When the atmosphere no 
longer ‘sees’ more and more GHGs being added 
to it, warming of the climate is expected to come 
to a halt.12 A large share of this can be delivered 
through abatement – stopping emissions from 
being released at the source. However, in the 
timeframe available to stop catastrophic warming 
(which is on the order of decades), a small share 
of emissions are likely to be difficult to abate 
without major technological breakthroughs.

It is suggested that these ‘residual emissions’ will 
need to be balanced using removals, so that their 
warming effect is neutralised and the atmosphere 
‘sees’ no further increase in carbon overall. If done 

at sufficient scale, this can bring us to net-zero. 
As such, carbon removal will provide the bridge 
between what we are currently able to achieve 
through emissions abatement, and what we need 
to do to get to net-zero and limit warming to 
1.5 °C.

Secondly, beyond the point of net-zero, 
carbon removal may allow us to bring down 
atmospheric carbon levels altogether, and seek 
to restore a pre-industrial climate. 
By removing historical carbon, we may be able to 
reverse temperature increases that have taken 
place to date. This is a far-off prospect, and the 
challenge at hand is of course making sure levels 
of warming stay as low as possible – particularly 
given some of the less promising temperature 
projections arising from current national 
commitments.13 Nonetheless, to be able to 
remove carbon at scale in 2050 and beyond, we 
need to start thinking about this challenge today.
Figure 3. The atmosphere represented as a 
carbon ‘bathtub’.

CARBON EMISSIONS = THE ‘TAP’ 

CARBON REMOVALS = THE ‘PLUGHOLE’

ATMOSPHERE

Key takeaways

 » Carbon removal at scale will be needed to deliver net-zero across the economy – namely to address 
residual emissions that could not otherwise have been abated.

 » Observing a core set of principles that define carbon removal will promote integrity and improve 
climate outcomes.

 » Which emissions are ‘residual’ is not yet well defined. 

17

12 Hausfather (2021), ‘Explainer: Will global warming ‘stop’ as soon as net-zero emissions are reached?’, Carbon Brief 
https://www.carbonbrief.org/explainer-will-global-warming-stop-as-soon-as-net-zero-emissions-are-reached

13Climate Action Tracker (2021), Temperatures. 
https://climateactiontracker.org/global/temperatures/
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Carbon removal as a practical tool for climate 
action is currently in its infancy. At present, we 
generate some removals through nature, and 
a much smaller amount through dedicated 
technologies. However, quantities are many 
orders of magnitude smaller than what is 
needed – with deforestation still progressing at 
pace, incentives for land-based carbon storage 
remaining low, and technological approaches 
still undergoing research, development, and 
demonstration, and seeking finance to drive 
this cycle forward. In addition, there are few 
functional frameworks that allow these removals, 
once generated, to be certified, traded, and used 
across society. 

Getting to net-zero as a planet will therefore 
require an enormous effort to scale up carbon 
removal activities and associated oversight 
systems to deliver and manage them – 
establishing a new carbon removal sector 
potentially as one of the largest in the world.14 

The IPCC suggests that quantities of removal 
on the order of 100 to 1000 gigatons will need 
to be delivered this century, while the Energy 
Transitions Commission more recently placed 
the figure at around 200 gigatons by mid-
century – which is the overshoot gap between the 
available emissions budget and feasible levels 
of abatement in different sectors.15 Today, we 
currently emit close to 40 gigatons annually.16 

This will require dedicated investment from the 
public and private sectors, and likely also the 
establishment of markets to make removing 
carbon financially viable. Crucially, these efforts 
need to kick off in the very near term if we are to 
stand a chance of getting to gigaton-scale carbon 
removal by 2050.

The importance of robust removal
Carbon removal needs to be robustly defined 
and delivered, to ensure it brings the intended 
benefit to the climate. While the term ‘offsets’ 
encompasses a range of activities, including those 
that reduce or avoid emissions, as well as those 
that directly remove them from the atmosphere, 
carbon removal focuses on the latter.17 To 
promote an effective shift from traditional 
offsetting to carbon removal offsetting, certain 
criteria must be met: ‘

1. Physical greenhouse gases are removed from 
the atmosphere. 

2. The removed gases are stored out of 
the atmosphere in a manner intended to 
be permanent. 

3. Upstream and downstream greenhouse 
gas emissions associated with the removal 
and storage process, such as biomass origin, 
energy use, gas fate, and co-product fate, are 
comprehensively estimated and included in 
the emission balance. 

4. The total quantity of atmospheric greenhouse 
gases removed and permanently stored is 
greater than the total quantity of greenhouse 
gases emitted to the atmosphere.’18

These principles help to ensure that CDR 
serves to bring down the amount of carbon in 
the atmosphere in absolute terms, rather than 
acting as an offsetting mechanism for emissions 
released elsewhere, which would at best 
maintain current atmospheric carbon levels.16 
Ensuring that greenhouse gases (carbon) are 
removed from the atmosphere, rather than from 
fossil sources of carbon, as per Principle 1, is a 
particularly important part of this.

18

14 A recent report by Vivid Economic suggests that ‘Forest-related Nature-Based Solutions (NBS) could generate US$800 billion in annual revenues by 2050, worth 
US$1.2 trillion today in NPV terms, surpassing the current market capitalisation of the oil & gas majors’.  
https://www.vivideconomics.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Investor-guide-to-NETs-and-land-use.pdf

15 Energy Transitions Commission (2021), Reaching climate objectives: the role of carbon dioxide removals. ETC Consultation Paper 
https://www.energy-transitions.org/publications/reaching-climate-objectives-the-role-of-carbon-dioxide-removals/

16 IPCC (2018) Global Warming of 1.5°C. pp.17

17 Climeworks (n.d.), Carbon offset: What is it and how is it different from carbon removal? 
https://climeworks.com/carbon_offset

18 Tanzer and Ramirez (2019), When are negative emissions negative emissions?, Energy Environ. Sci, 12, 1210
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A necessary caveat to Principle 2 is that 
permanence is understood differently by different 
communities, and there is not a widely agreed 
definition of permanent removal. This is not 
necessarily a result of lack of knowledge and 
understanding – it is generally agreed that 
biological removals that store carbon on land 
face higher risk of reversal than those stored 
geologically, for example due to drought, disease, 
fire, or poor maintenance. A key factor is concern 
about what permanence ‘rules’ (e.g. in voluntary 
carbon markets) could mean for finance flows 
towards biological options – particularly given 
the risk of losing out on the non-carbon benefits 
they often deliver (see below). Technological 
barriers and resource requirements of measuring 
carbon fluxes on land also makes measuring and 
assuring how much carbon is removed over a 
long timeframe a challenge. Carbon utilisation, 
or ‘removing’ carbon by storing it in products, 
faces similar issues. While some products are 
long-lived, such as building materials, reaching 
‘climate-relevant’ timescales of storage requires 
both maintenance and long-term monitoring. 
When applied over timespans much longer than 
human lives, this becomes hard to ensure.

An illustrative example for the implementation 
of these principles is in the BECCS process – 
see later in this section for more information 
about BECCS technology. BECCS immediately 
satisfies Principle 1, because carbon is captured 
from the atmosphere through photosynthesis, 
as biomass crops grow. In theory, BECCS should 
also satisfy Principle 2 – in CCS, carbon is 
generally stored in geological reservoirs, which 
have high permanence. Principle 3 is particularly 
important, since there are many stages in the 
BECCS supply chain, with carbon being emitted 
at each – from fuel for agricultural machinery 
to transport of biomass to the energy-intensive 
CCS process. A broad boundary is needed, for 
example encompassing emissions arising from 
indirect land use change. Accounting for these 
comprehensively, and ensuring the negative 
outweighs the positive (as per Principle 4), is 
needed to ensure that removal has taken place 
overall. In addition, ensuring that biomass is 

produced in an environmentally sustainable 
manner will be key, especially when delivered 
at scale. 

A further element of robust removal to 
emphasise is additionality – the idea that if an 
emitter wishes to lay claim to a removal, the 
finance they provide to generate the removal 
must be genuinely additional to what would 
have been provided otherwise, to the extent 
that it unlocks further quantities of removal. If a 
removal would have been generated anyway, for 
example a tree planting project that was already 
going ahead, that project cannot be said to be 
additional and does not effectively balance out 
the emissions of the emitter. The challenge here 
is setting a baseline – defining what constitutes 
‘causing a removal to happen’. Finally, as with 
traditional offsetting, double-counting must in all 
cases be avoided. 

Prioritising abatement
It is important to note that abatement must 
take precedence over carbon removal wherever 
possible, for two key reasons. Firstly, carbon 
removal is limited in supply, due to biophysical 
limitations such as land availability, technological 
lead times, and financial bottlenecks. Secondly, 
and perhaps more importantly, preventing the 
release of carbon is less risky for the climate 
than emitting carbon that is later intended to be 
removed, subject to a range of economic, political, 
technological and social conditions. 

Overall, there are various nuances to how carbon 
removal is defined, and yet that nuance is often 
not captured in the range of terms applied and 
the context in which those are used. To bring 
the corporate sector to net-zero, it is important 
that any claims made reflect the processes and 
conditions that are actually taking place, so that 
real action can be assessed and benchmarked. 
Applying basic principles to standardise our 
understanding of CDR can help to provide 
this discipline.

19
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Understanding residual emissions and 
hard-to-abate sectors 
In addition to the principles outlined above, 
understanding why and where carbon removal 
is needed is an important tenet of ‘robustness’. 
Carbon removal is proposed as a tool for treating 
so-called ‘residual emissions’. Residual emissions 
refer to those carbon emissions whose release 
could absolutely not be prevented. This could 
be because:

1. They have already been emitted, or

2. Activities that release CO2 need to proceed, or

3. Alternative low-carbon technologies or 
processes are not available at a reasonable 
cost within a reasonable timeframe.

The concept of residual emissions remains poorly 
understood, even in the research community. Few 
methodologies have been put forward to assess 
or quantify which emissions cannot be prevented 
and why. Often, this decision is implicitly left 
to society. Aviation is one example: there are 
currently few technology options available to fully 
replace air travel with low-carbon alternatives, 
but societal demand makes it unlikely that 
these activities will cease to occur. Cement 
faces similar issues given the huge demand for 
concrete to develop essential infrastructure – 
demand which is only expected to grow over the 
coming decades.19

It is the idea of tackling residual emissions that 
sets carbon removal apart from other forms of 
mitigation. Carbon removal provides an option 
for emissions that would not have been reduced 
through ‘conventional’ mitigation (abatement). 
While a widely adopted definition has not been 
established,20 residual emissions should be 
strictly defined as those emissions that would 
prove exceptionally challenging to reduce, avoid, 
or prevent. This would potentially need to be 
determined on a sector-by-sector basis. 

It is recognised that carbon removal will be 
an important option for those sectors of the 
economy that face prohibitive financial or 
technological barriers to decarbonisation, and 
will therefore have a large share of residual 
emissions. Such sectors are often termed ‘hard-
to-abate’ or ‘hard-to-decarbonise’. Yet minimal 
guidance has been provided on how such sectors 
or activities are defined. The Energy Transitions 
Commission (ETC) suggests that hard-to-
decarbonise sectors are:21

"Economic sectors with relatively higher 
abatement costs than the rest of the economy. 
These include heavy industry sectors (cement, 
steel, chemicals) and heavy-duty transport 
(heavy-duty road transport, shipping, aviation). 
They currently emit 10.3Gt of CO2 out of 34.3Gt 
CO2 from the energy and industrial system."

Within the carbon removal discourse, there is 
often an implicit acceptance that aviation and 
shipping, agriculture, and certain heavy industry 
sectors qualify as hard-to-decarbonise, rendering 
them eligible for removal, rather than reduction, 
of some (undefined) share of their emissions. 
These sectors span the three criteria for residuals 
identified above. They perform large-scale, 
internationally significant activities upon which 
modern society has come to rely. This means they 
have made significant contributions to historical 
emissions, as per point (1), but also that they are 
likely to continue to do so as a function of point 
(2). It is highly unlikely that these activities will 
stop taking place, meaning emissions from these 
activities are, to an extent, ‘locked in’, as a result 
of point (3). We will therefore need to find ways 
to compensate for past emissions from these 
sectors and prepare to treat future ones.

However, it is essential that these sectors are 
not given a free ride. There remain a number of 
ways in which each could cut its emissions, which 
should be continually highlighted and continually 

20

19 Carbon180 (2020), Paving the Way for Low-Carbon Concrete: Recommendations for a Federal Procurement 
StrategyStrategy https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b9362d89d5abb8c51d474f8/t/5fd95907de113c3cc0f144af 
/1608079634052/Paving+the+Way+for+Low-Carbon+Concrete 

20 The SBTi recently defined residual emissions as ‘GHG emissions that remain unabated in scenarios that limit warming to 1.5C with low/no overshoot’. However, this 
provides little detail on how decisions about which emissions are allowed to remain ‘unabated’ should be made. 
https://sciencebasedtargets.org/resources/files/foundations-for-net-zero-full-paper.pdf

21 Energy Transitions Commission (2018). Mission Possible: Reaching net-zero carbon emissions from harder-to-abate 
sectors. https://www.energy-transitions.org/publications/mission-possible/#download-form
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appraised. Undertaking such an evaluation can 
then provide a sensible quantification of the 
extent to which are removals needed to neutralise 
the climate impact of these sectors. 

Carbon removal options
A number of different options for removing 
carbon are available. These are often referred to 
as negative emissions technologies (NETs). The 
technologies vary according to their:

 » Method of capturing carbon from the 
atmosphere - e.g. through photosynthesis, 
natural geochemical processes, or specifically 
designed chemical reactions, 

 » Method of sequestering and storing 
carbon - e.g. in soil, in biomass, or in 
subsurface reservoirs,

 » Overall global potential to remove carbon, 

 » Cost per unit of carbon removed, 

 » Technological readiness level - i.e. whether 
the process is still being researched 
and developed, or whether it is close to 
large-scale deployment,

 » Storage permanence, 

 » Time taken to become saturated,

 » Profile of risks and co-benefits.

Table 1 gives an overview of some of the highest-
potential technology options, including their 
capture process and form of storage. 
 
For a more detailed overview of the options, the 
following resources are useful:

 » Royal Society and Royal Academy of 
Engineering (2018), Greenhouse gas removal

 » J Wilcox, B Kolosz, & J Freeman (2021), 
CDR Primer

 » Fuss et al. (2018), Negative emissions - Part 
2: Costs, potentials and side effects, Environ. 
Res. Lett. 13 063002

The carbon removal options discussed as 
acceptable will vary across communities. 
Table 1 emphasises those options considered 
to have high global potential to remove carbon. 
In other cases, options with the greatest number 
of environmental co-benefits, or the lowest cost, 
will be emphasised. A range of other CDR options 
exist – some of which rely on similar capture 
processes but offer alternative forms of storage. 
These include:

 » Ocean storage methods 22

 » Artificial upwelling & 
artificial downwelling

 » Deep ocean storage

 » Direct ocean capture

 » Macroalgae cultivation

 » Ocean alkalinisation

 » Ocean fertilisation

 » Built environment storage

 » Building with biomass

 » Low-carbon concrete

 » Other novel methods

 » E.g. mineral carbonation

Carbon removal technologies will need to be 
realised at a massive scale if they are to deliver 
the climate outcomes predicted in IPCC models. 
It is expected that a carbon removal sector 2-4 
times the size of the current oil and gas industry 
will be required.23 Substantial levels of investment 
will be required to bring these technologies to 
commercial, climate-relevant scale. 

Getting NETs to where they need to be will also 
require time. Technologies take time to pass 
through the innovation timeline: to be iteratively 
demonstrated, tested and improved. In addition, 
the systems that drive these technologies 
forward – like policies and regulations, markets, 
institutions, practices, social norms and traditions 
- also take time to develop. This so-called 
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22 ClimateWorks Foundation (2021), Ocean-based carbon dioxide removal: A primer for philanthropy. 
https://www.climateworks.org/report/ocean-carbon-dioxide-removal-the-need-and-the-opportunity/

23 Mac Dowell et al. (2018), The role of CO2 capture and utilization in mitigating climate change. Nature Climate Change, 7 (4), 243-249.
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Technology Description Form 
of capture

Form 
of storage

Afforestation, 
reforestation 
and forest 
management

Planting forests, restoring degraded ones, or improving the management 
of existing forest. Where this planting is truly additional (would not have 
otherwise taken place), this is considered a source of negative emissions.

Biological Land store

Biochar By applying a slow pyrolysis process to biomass, it becomes a stable 
form of carbon, which can then be applied to soils to promote further 
stabilisation of soil carbon. Biochar brings co-benefits for soil including 
improved fertility and water retention.

Biological Land store

Bioenergy with 
carbon capture 
and storage 
(BECCS)

BECCS is the process of burning biomass to produce bioenergy, followed 
by the capture and geological storage of released CO2 using CCS. If the 
biomass used has sufficiently low lifecycle emissions, the carbon captured 
will outweigh that released through bioenergy production, leading to 
negative emissions overall. 

Biological Geological 
store

Direct air capture 
and storage 
(DACS)

An engineered process that allows CO2 to be removed from ambient 
air, rather than from concentrated sources such as flue gases, through 
a chemical ‘scrubbing’ process. Captured carbon is then stored in the 
geosphere, as with BECCS.

Chemical Geological 
store

Habitat 
restoration

Restoring degraded wetland, peatland, and coastal habitats, which 
naturally store huge amounts of carbon.

Biological Land store

Enhanced 
weathering

Accelerating natural weathering processes that see silicate rocks 
react with atmospheric carbon to produce carbonates. As a side effect, 
carbonate ions released into the ocean can increase ocean pH and in turn 
ocean carbon absorption.

Chemical Land/ocean 
store

Soil carbon 
sequestration

Implementing land management practices that promote carbon uptake by 
soils, such as crop management, animal management, fertiliser application 
and tillage.

Biological Land store

‘governance’ of carbon removal will also have its 
own lead time, and will need to be implemented 
as soon as possible, leaving time for iteration and 
adjustment, so that by 2050 we have in place 
effective systems for managing the enormous 
carbon removal sector. 

It is important to note that although removals 
are becoming an increasingly common feature 
of climate models, these models do not yet 
offer a realistic picture of what carbon removal 
deployment will look like. Modelling to date has 
predominantly focused the use of a technology 
called BECCS, as well as biological options like 

forestation and soil-based approaches. 
In reality, a range of carbon removal technologies 
are available. Scholars have stressed that it will 
be important to utilise this range of techniques, 
rather than placing excessive emphasis on any 
one approach. This is because each technique 
brings its own profile of risks and benefits. 
By cultivating a portfolio of technologies, these 
impacts can be balanced, to minimise adverse 
effects and allow the benefits of each to 
be exploited. 

24 From Royal Society and Royal Academy of Engineering (2018), Greenhouse gas removal

25 Adapted from: Royal Society and Royal Academy of Engineering (2018), Greenhouse gas removal and Fuss et al.  
(2018), Negative emissions - Part 2: Costs, potentials and side effects, Environ. Res. Lett. 13 063002

Table 1: Overview of key carbon removal technology options (‘negative emissions technologies’).25
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03.

State of play
Understanding the landscape of corporate carbon removal 
activity to date

24
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Key takeaways

 » The widespread adoption of net-zero targets in recent years has popularised the idea of carbon 
removal as a tool for corporate climate action. 

 » While many companies are likely grappling with ideas about carbon removal, only a handful 
have implemented well-developed plans about how it will be delivered. This points to gaps in 
internal capacity and external guidance, which has been corroborated by engagements with the 
corporate sector. 

 » There is substantial variation in the approaches taken and claims made by corporates towards 
carbon removal. This makes it difficult to identify and benchmark the most impactful carbon 
removal strategies. 

 » Some corporates are disrupting the established voluntary market with new approaches to 
removals. However, best practice remains unclear.

 » These gaps in capacity and the absence of best practice guidance will need to be addressed to 
make carbon removal accessible, so that corporate investment can be unlocked to support the 
scaling of removal systems.

 
The first stage of building capacity for corporate 
engagement with carbon removal must be to 
identify what current capacity looks like – to 
assess the ‘state of play’. By examining where the 
key issues and information gaps lie for corporates, 
we can begin to understand the carbon removal 
‘user journey’, and what the challenges are 
along this journey. We can also identify areas 
where academic and specialist carbon removal 
discourses have failed to inform and engage 
industry ones and vice versa. This information 
can be used to identify areas of friction between 
different stakeholder perspectives, to then 
illuminate a path towards better aligned priorities 
in relation to carbon removal. 

This section provides a brief overview of the state 
of play in corporate carbon removal. Insights for 
this section were developed using:

 » Public-domain information on corporate 
climate targets and strategies, 

 » The Carbon Removal Corporate Action 
Tracker, developed by the Institute for  
Carbon Removal Law and Policy,

 » Outputs from a survey of corporates 
conducted in Q3 2020.

Corporate climate action appears a 
‘race to the top’
In the last several years, many corporates have 
revised their climate plans, and we have 

witnessed a cultural shift towards the setting 
of net-zero targets. This ramping up of ambition 
seeks to bring corporate action in line with the 
global 1.5°C target – which, if achieved, could 
allow the worst effects of climate change to be 
avoided. There is now a broad agreement in the 
scientific community that achieving this target 
means abating emissions ambitiously, but also 
deploying carbon removal technologies in order 
to treat the most stubborn residual emissions. 
Correspondingly, carbon removal is increasingly 
included as a central element in corporate 
climate strategies. 

In parallel, climate action has become an 
important marketing opportunity, and many of 
these new commitments have been accompanied 
by substantial public-facing campaigns. With 
an eruption of social movements calling for 
stronger climate action, such as Fridays for 
Future and Extinction Rebellion, companies have 
noticed an opportunity to market themselves 
to more environmentally conscious audiences; 
build awareness of the efforts and investments 
they are undertaking; and raise the bar for their 
competitors, to encourage more effective cross-
sectoral action. With corporate climate action 
now very much a discussion within the public 
domain, corporates appear to be racing to the 
top – launching their climate plans with a view 
to garnering credibility, increasing their market 
share, and reducing their exposure to scrutiny 
and competition.
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Variation in corporate plans make it 
difficult to assess impact
For some companies, racing to the top means 
striving for net-zero, with many signing up to 
pledges such as the Business Ambition for 1.5 °C 
or Transform to Net Zero campaigns. For others, 
it means differentiating their approach - setting 
targets such as ‘net-negative’, ‘climate positive’, 
or committing to spending a certain sum on, or 
to delivering a certain quantity of, reductions and 
removals. Carbon removal has become a key part 
of this differentiation, viewed as a tool that adds 
novelty and credibility, and provides opportunities 
to make new claims. This heterogeneous array 
of targets makes it difficult to determine 
whether the corporate sector at large is 
galvanised around the same goal, or to assess 
the overall impact of corporate efforts.

At present, there is not sufficient agreement 
amongst the public, policymakers, NGOs, 
standard-setters, and other stakeholders 
to support a consistent definition of carbon 
removal or to establish best practice. This 
means corporates seeking to develop high-
integrity carbon removal strategies must doso 
at substantial transaction costs through internal 

research or consultancy. At the same time, there 
are few processes in place to hold corporates 
accountable for poor, low-impact approaches, 
meaning the investments of early movers are 
rapidly outpacing policy and regulation to ensure 
their quality and effectiveness. Insufficient levels 
of disclosure make it even harder to benchmark 
these corporate strategies.26 This does not provide 
a sustainable or replicable template 
for corporate engagement with removals to the 
extent that would drive large-scale support 
for CDR development.

Figure 6 highlights some of the key concerns 
when reviewing and benchmarking different 
corporate commitments. With such a variation 
in commitments coming from a range of sectors 
with different needs, it is difficult to assess the 
level of benefit being brought to the climate. This 
is not sustainable going forward. Engaging with 
carbon removal will need to be made accessible, 
for example by providing a menu of best-practice 
options tailored to different users and needs, 
so that corporate investment can be unlocked 
at scale to support the development of carbon 
removal systems.

26 Carbonplan (2021), Insights from analysing a new round of carbon removal projects.  
https://carbonplan.org/research/microsoft-2021-insights

27 References for figure 5:  
https://www.brewdog.com/uk/tomorrow 
https://blogs.microsoft.com/blog/2020/01/16/microsoft-will-be-carbon-negative-by-2030/ 
https://stripe.com/blog/negative-emissions-commitment 
https://about.ikea.com/en/sustainability/becoming-climate-positive/what-is-climate-positive 
https://investors.intuit.com/news/news-details/2019/Intuit-Announces-50x-Climate-Positive-Target-at-United-Nations-Climate-Action-Summit/default.aspx 
https://www.swissre.com/media/news-releases/nr-20210316-swiss-re-announces-ambitious-climate-targets.html

BREWDOG 
Brewdog is now carbon negative.

This means we take twice as much
carbon out of the air as we emit.

MICROSOFT 
By 2030 Microsoft will be carbon 

negative, and by 2050 Microsoft will 
remove from the environment all the 

carbon the company has emitted either 
directly or by electrical consumption 

since it was founded in 1975.

SWISS RE
Strategy of ’do our best

– remove the rest’ to achieve
net-zero emissions from own 

operations by 2030

INTUIT
A climate positive “50 times by 

30” target that will ensure Intuit 
surpasses carbon neutrality to 
make a positive impact on the 

planet by 2030.

IKEA
We are committed to becoming 

climate positive by 2030 by reducing 
more greenhouse gas emissions than 
the IKEA value chain emits, while still 

growing the IKEA business.

STRIPE
we are committing to pay, at any 

available price, for the direct removal 
of carbon dioxide from the 

atmosphere and its sequestration in 
secure, long-term storage.

Figure 5: A selection of different corporate climate commitments involving carbon removal.27
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Figure 6: Issues for corporate carbon removal claims

Sectoral trends
Approaches to carbon removal vary substantially 
by sector, with sectoral themes and trends 
starting to emerge from some commitments.  
It is instructive to examine these trends to 
understand what role removals are likely to play 
in the decarbonisation of different sectors. This 
can help build understanding both internally and 
externally of what the needs and barriers are 
likely to be, and how corporates can be better 
supported to deliver on ambitions. 

Aviation

 » The aviation sector has historically been 
reliant on voluntary offsetting – using a mix 
of customer-facing offsetting and procuring 
offsets on behalf of the company itself. 

 » Offsets remain a core part of aviation-
sector strategies for net-zero. Companies 
have made a variety of pledges – such as 
commitments to offset jet fuel emissions on 
flights, to match customer offset payments 
with company payments, or to use offsets to 
cap growth against a baseline year (though 
this latter pledge is also a requirement of the 
CORSIA scheme). 

 » However, the distinction between removals 
and traditional offsets is rarely made in 
publicly available corporate sustainability 
documents. It is often unclear whether and to 
what extent removals are being used, relative 
to other decarbonisation efforts. 

 » Sustainable Aviation’s Decarbonisation Road-
Map pledges to ‘Work with industry to ensure 
UK carbon removal solutions are eligible 
for airline investment through CORSIA’. 
The roadmap recognises the need for and 
opportunities to remove carbon in the aviation 
sector. At present, few airlines are investing 
directly in carbon removal.

Energy

 » This sector demonstrates a highly 
heterogenous set of approaches – with 
some companies investing in biological 
options such as afforestation, and others 
in BECCS and DACS. Many do not have 
provisions on removals in their public-facing 
sustainability documents. 

 » Traditional offsetting is still used widely, but 
to varying extents. It is often offered as a 
customer-facing option, for example to offset 
fuel footprints. 

 » Significant investment in CCS is taking place 
in this sector, often channelled through the 
Oil and Gas Climate Initiative (OGCI). The 
distinction between CCS and removals is 
infrequently made clear in public documents 
– however, the OGCI recognises potential 
synergies between the two, and includes 
within its remit ‘Exploring together whether 
OGCI can play a role in the potential of 
emerging carbon removal technologies’.28

Authenticity of claims
Do the claims made accurately reflect the benefit the commitment will bring?

Legitimacy of need
While companies are eager to engage with carbon removal, do they really need to? 

Depletion of supply
Should the fastest movers have access to the cheapest options, irrespective of need?

Distribution of funds
Will the different removal options receive the funding they need?

28 Oil and Gas Climate Initiative (2019), SCALING UP ACTION: Aiming for net zero emissions 
https://oilandgasclimateinitiative.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/OGCI-Annual-Report-2019.pdf
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Heavy industry

 » Commitments in this sector are again 
heterogeneous. Climate approaches are highly 
company-specific and difficult to compare. 

 » There has been limited uptake of carbon 
removal stated in publicly available 
documents, even in industries with high 
residual emissions. 

 » Engineered removal and CCS are likely to 
be of greatest interest to this sector, though 
discussions around CCS appear significantly 
more advanced.

Many companies are just beginning to examine 
how they might utilise removals, taking into 
consideration the volume that might be required, 
the technologies that will be used, and what costs 
might be acceptable. Sectors will likely undergo 
their own learning curves, to establish what 
best practice looks like in terms of the quantity 
and type of removals used. In terms of external 
support, there is limited guidance regarding the 
role carbon removal could and should play in 
different sectors, particularly given their different 
emissions breakdowns and marginal cost curves. 
This includes high-level guidance regarding the 
relative use of removals and abatement, as well 
as detailed guidance to address implementational 
best practice. It may be the case that standards 
and precedent are required before companies 
are able to proceed confidently in this 
uncertain space.

Roles for corporates 
In terms of those companies that are more 
advanced in their engagements with carbon 
removal, the commitments that have been made 
to date highlight a series of different approaches, 
both planned and underway. It is evident that 
corporates are able to play a variety of different 
roles in the carbon removal sector, as described 
in Table 2.

Evidently, corporates’ engagement with CDR 
goes beyond simply buying credits to use against 
their emissions as they seek to achieve net-zero. 
(Indeed, even this is not likely widespread given 
the currently supply-constrained CDR ‘market’.29) 
There is clear scope for corporate support 
to unlock large-scale removal through wider 
actions – for example by helping to commercialise 
early-stage technologies, or even contributing to 
governance architectures such as standards. This 
approach is beginning to be implicitly advocated, 
for example in Shopify’s recent Playbook,30 or 
even in the SBTi’s ‘Foundations’ paper,31 which 
recognises the need for companies to undertake 
‘compensation’ actions along the journey to 
net-zero, providing finance to catalyse wider 
climate action. The CDR sector will need physical 
infrastructures and governance frameworks, 
which will require up-front investment rather than 
long-term finance, to unlock any scale potential. 
There is perhaps, therefore, a wider question 
about best practice to deliver overall system 
outcomes, as well as best practice to attain 
net-zero at a corporate level.

29 Carbon180 (2020), ‘In search of carbon removal offsets 
https://carbon180.medium.com/in-search-of-carbon-removal-offsets-42abf71b3ccc

30 Shopify (2021), How to Kick-Start the Carbon Removal Market: Shopify’s Playbook 
https://cdn.shopify.com/static/sustainability/How-to-Kick-Start-the-Carbon-Removal-Market_Shopifys-Playbook.pdf?shpxid=b33f12cb-0EBF-4EDD-3286-24DB5262FCF7

31 Science Based Targets Initiative (2020), Foundations for Science-Based Net Zero Target Setting in the Corporate Sector
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Of course, a further role for corporates may 
also be non-engagement with CDR. Companies 
may decide to focus purely on ‘conventional’ 
approaches to mitigation – this may be by 
channelling investments into the abatement of 
value chain emissions, or indeed through the 
procurement of emissions-reduction offsets. This 
is a differentiation we may observe in the coming 
years as companies grapple with the need, role, 
and implications of CDR for their business.

Who are the key stakeholders in 
this landscape, and how might they 
shape outcomes?
It is important to note that corporates are not 
solely responsible for delivering carbon removal. 
The deployment of removal solutions will require 
a collaborative, cross sectoral effort, involving 
many different players. This Guide focuses on 
the role of corporates, which is significant – 
however, corporate efforts will take place against 
the backdrop of a network of interested parties, 
who will leverage and manage corporate action 
in various ways, as explored in Figure 7. These 
players can all be described as stakeholders in, or 
even practitioners of, carbon removal.

Corporate role Format Example companies Impact

Venture capital 
investor

Take equity stake MICROSOFT

OXY

UNITED AIRLINES

Provide seed funding for 
technology development

Buyer of removals Purchase agreements SHOPIFY

STRIPE

Provide seed funding for 
technology development

Voluntary markets  
(from broker)

BCG - BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP

SWISS RE

Offer long-term revenue 
certainty to attract 
capital investment

Compliance markets 
(from regulator)

n/a Provide revenue to support 
ongoing (profitable) operation

Project developer Develop projects within 
or beyond supply chain

HORIZON ORGANIC

DRAX

SHELL

BREWDOG

ASTRAZENECA

Treat company residual 
emissions

Table 2: Ways in which companies may look to participate in carbon removal
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Removal suppliers

Relevance: Develop and operate 
carbon removal technologies.

Role: Ensuring a good supply 
of real and credible removals 
reaches the market. 

Government

Relevance: Oversees national 
response to climate change. 
Responsible for protecting 
society, economy and 
environment from harm.

Role: Ensuring carbon removal 
options are 
(i) available at scale 
(ii) used in a safe, 
sustainable and fair way.

NGOs

Relevance: Hold stakeholders 
accountable and make poor 
practices visible. Provide a voice 
for civil society.

Role: Promoting best practice 
amongst users of carbon 
removal.

Corporates

Relevance: Respond to 
shareholder and customer 
concerns whilst demonstrating 
commercial viability. 

Role: Advocating for and 
financially supporting carbon 
removal.

Civil society

Relevance: Impacted by the 
diverse risks and benefits of 
climate change and climate 
solutions. 

Role: Voicing preferences and 
concerns through dedicated 
channels. Socially acceptable 
approaches must be sought by 
other groups.

Investors and 
shareholders

Relevance: Want to ensure 
portfolio companies are protected 
from climate risk and are 
prepared for the future.

Role: Voicing preferences and 
concerns. Understanding 
commercial benefits of 
best-practice climate action. 

Information and guidance gaps
To date, carbon removal knowledge has been 
held in niche technical domains such as the IPCC, 
academia and specialist conferences. Though the 
corporate net-zero drive has raised the profile of 
carbon removal and precipitated an increase in 
non-academic literature, the supply of information 
and resources on the topic remains a patchwork, 
with certain key questions not addressed. Moreover, 
little of the literature speaks to corporates directly 
and accessibly. Of the materials currently available 
that are non-academic and non-policy-focused, the 
following themes are explored:32

 » Overview of concepts - e.g. CDR Primer, Oxford 
Principles for Net Zero Aligned Carbon Offsetting

 » Technology overview and comparison - e.g. 
Economist Intelligence Unit and ClimateWorks 
Foundation: Investing in Carbon Removal: 
Demystifying Existing Approaches, Oxfam: 

Removing Carbon Now, Carbon180: DACC MAPP, 
carbonplan: Permanence calculator 

 » High-level target-setting guidance - e.g. Science 
Based Targets initiative: Foundations for Science-
based Net-zero Target Setting in the Corporate 
Sector and upcoming ‘Net Zero Standard’,

 » Market analysis - e.g. Vivid Economics: An 
investor guide to negative emission technologies 
and the importance of land use, Taskforce on 
Scaling Voluntary Carbon Markets: Final Report

 » Corporate learnings and approaches - e.g. 
Microsoft: Microsoft Carbon Removal - Lessons 
from an early corporate purchase, Stripe: Stripe’s 
first carbon removal purchases

There is a clear need for tailored resources 
that address key questions in terms relevant 
to corporates. In particular, practical tools are 
needed, to provide guidance on carbon removal 

31 This list is not exhaustive.

Figure 7: Overview of key stakeholders in carbon removal, including their relevance (why they are a stakeholder) and  
their role in delivering removals.
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Table 3: Knowledge gaps identified by corporate stakeholders

Areas with knowledge gaps Stakeholder feedback

Need and context  » ‘Need for urgency’
 » ‘Scale of the problem’
 » ‘The need for net negative emissions’

Setting ambition and  
planning action

 » ‘Calculating and setting targets’
 » ‘Importance of avoided emissions’

Technology options,  
attributes and risk-benefit 
profiles

 » ‘How it works, safety of various methods, cost and scalability’
 » ‘Methods for removal’ 
 » ‘Opportunities for non-nature based solutions’ 
 » ‘Difference in permanence/security…cost, non-cost limits and trade-offs between different 

carbon removal options’

Market design  » ‘Role and regulation of the market’, ‘Markets/policy for driving carbon removal deployment’
 » ‘Policy support, costs, accounting rules post-Paris Agreement’
 » ‘How do you value negative emissions, how do you trade them, how do you account 

for them’
 » ‘Ensuring money contributions are efficient and targeted where they need to get to’

Measurement, accounting  
and credibility

 » ‘Methodologies for carbon removal verification activities’ 

 » ‘Lack of clear accounting rules’

Role for corporates  » ‘Opportunities for business growth through carbon removal’

 

planning and implementation in real corporate 
settings. Designing such tools through bottom-
up corporate engagement, to address pressing 
questions and perceived information gaps, could 
reduce barriers to action.

How do corporates see the landscape?
The survey conducted in Q3 2020 (n=23) revealed 
some key areas where corporates seek further 
information or perceive knowledge gaps. These 
suggestions, detailed in Table 3, reflect areas 
where organisations themselves desire greater 
knowledge, as well as areas where others ought 
to be better informed.

Exploring these questions in more detail through 
interviews with corporates revealed several 
thematic issue areas (Table 3).

It is clear that credibility is valued highly by 
corporates. Adopting an approach that is 
perceived by a broad set of stakeholders as 

robust, high-integrity and high-impact is seen as 
particularly important. This stems from lessons 
learned in engagements with carbon markets 
in the past, and a desire to reduce exposure 
to later scrutiny, after investing heavily in 
climate plans. The absence of frameworks that 
provide credibility, such as adequate standards, 
is perceived as a key barrier to action. Their 
development could be a critical enabler of 
corporate confidence and investment. 

The quotes in Box 1 illustrate how broadly 
credibility is perceived and defined by corporates. 
It spans from adhering to and keeping pace with 
a changing rule framework, to striving for the 
truly ‘good’ rather than settling for compliance. 
Credibility encompasses the way in which 
removals are deployed, in terms of the criteria 
that projects meet and the co-benefits they may 
generate, as well as how removals are used 
relative to abatement. 
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Table 4: Thematic issue areas for corporates

Issue area Key questions or ideas

Understanding the business 
case

 » Will action on CDR reduce costs? What will payback times be? 

 » How will it affect risk exposure?

 » Will the ability to serve customers be protected? Will the future viability of the business be 
preserved or undermined?

Target setting and strategy 
development

 » What target to set? Which carbon removal approach(es) to select? How to communicate 
choices to customers and the public? 

 » Does choice of approach align with company brand and messaging?

 » How to demonstrate that removals do not detract from abatement efforts? 

Need for market certainty 
and clarity about the ‘rules’ 
(particularly for corporate 
project developers)

 » How will markets, standards, policy, regulation look in the future? How will they change 
over time? Over-specific or changing rules a compliance burden 

 » What will be the relative roles of/interaction between voluntary and compliance/‘Article 
6-type’ markets?

 » What kind of returns will company get for investing? How can longer-term investment 
horizons be encouraged? What might the different sources of revenue be?

Lack of accessible guidance  » Project standards need to be streamlined – currently too complex

 » Unclear/no rules about how offsets should be used to get to net-zero

 » Unclear/no rules about how net-zero is defined for companies – e.g. geographical 
boundaries, permissible removal options

 

This picture of credibility provides a useful launch 
point to explore diverging corporate approaches 
to carbon removal, and how corporate decision-
making currently navigates the range of risks 
and benefits that arise from these choices. It is 
evident that corporates are aware of the need to 
get carbon removal ‘right’. The next sections will 
explore whether that awareness enables corporates 
to deliver truly credible carbon removal at a 
system level.

Box 1: Corporates identified a number of 
issues around credibility in the CDR space

‘What types of project would people consider 
credible [to get to net-zero]?’

‘There needs to be community benefit…It’s 
not just a case of choosing the quickest and 
cheapest project’

‘It would be useful to have an external party that 
compared standards and criteria’

‘Companies are frustrated because there needs 
to be absolute clarity very quickly to implement 
action. There is concern that the rules will change 
in the future’

‘It’s hard for industry and investors to know what 
[schemes, coalitions, etc.] to sign up to in terms 
of targets’

‘Existing standards have been heavily criticised… 
buyers have not been protected’

‘What makes a good offset?’

‘We want to know how to be Greenpeace-proof’
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04.

Impacts, path 
dependency and 
diverging futures
Understanding the impacts and implications 
of corporate action
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Key takeaways

 » Carbon removal is complex and could lead to a diverse set of positive and negative impacts 
at different scales and for different communities. This Guide groups these impacts into three 
categories – localised, delocalised and corporate impacts. 

 » Viewing CDR decision-making through the lens of these impacts can provide perspective on how 
the emergent and uncertain CDR landscape is likely to develop over time, and to consider the role 
corporate involvement could play in allowing the most legitimate and socially acceptable CDR 
scenarios to be realised in future. 

 » The absence of social acceptance of carbon removal will undermine trust and limit the efficacy 
of corporate efforts. Social acceptance is likely to be strongly modulated by the impacts that 
arise from the approach pursued, and its ability to deliver carbon removal effectively, sustainably 
and safely.

 » There are opportunities for natural capital and social value to be enhanced, but also undermined, 
through the delivery of carbon removal. Taking these into account can promote ‘win-win’ CDR 
options that reinforce social, environmental, and climate outcomes.

 » Corporates will be directly and indirectly impacted by carbon removal. These corporate impacts can 
be used as a lens to frame the broader impacts in a more tangible way and present a business case 
for systems thinking when approaching CDR.

 
There are a host of different ways in which we 
as a society could get to net-zero – involving 
different combinations of technological and 
behaviour change – and therefore many diverging 
scenarios for the future. The same is true for 
carbon removal, which can be undertaken in many 
different ways, in terms of the mix of technologies 
used, the players involved, how it is paid for, 
and the ‘rules’ of deployment. It is important to 
understand how the choices made today could 
allow these different scenarios to arise, and 
therefore how decision-making might be shaped 
towards a desired vision for the future.

Impacts of carbon removal
Carbon removal can potentially be delivered 
through a broad range of solutions, each bringing 
its own risk-benefit profile (which are increasingly 
well-documented in the literature). Many of these 
risks and benefits are on-the-ground impacts 
associated with the deployment of a given 
solution – for example cost, resource demand, 
change to landscapes, impact on local economy, 
and local community perception and acceptance. 
These ‘localised’ impacts will depend on the 
nature of the project and its supply chain. 

However, on-the-ground technology deployment 
is not the only way in which carbon removal 
generates risks and benefits. Removals are 
part of a wider system of climate action, and 
their development will have ramifications for 
the outcomes of that system – for example, 
if developing carbon removal as an option 
for emitters creates a moral hazard, or if 
permanence and additionality are not monitored 
and enforced, removal could compromise wider 
climate action. And there may also be large-
scale non-climate ramifications, such as land use 
change, increased competition for biomass, or 
impacts on biodiversity. The decision to undertake 
carbon removal may also have political and 
economic impacts at local, regional, national and 
international level, relating to how decisions are 
made and budget is allocated, and how these 
trade off with other objectives. 

Carbon removal, like all climate action, is a 
cross-cutting societal project to address climate 
change. All people are thus impacted by it – 
either directly, by the deployment of removal 
technologies, or indirectly, by the knock-on 
effects of decision-making, and also by its 
ultimate efficacy in preventing dangerous levels 
of warming. When corporates engage in and 
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influence such decision-making, they shape 
future scenarios, and engender cross-cutting 
societal implications. While this may sound 
grandiose, this manner of thinking is reflective 
of the substantial challenge of establishing a 
new sector at unprecedented scale and with a 
high level of urgency. Impacts will have to be 
anticipated33 and accounted for comprehensively, 
drawing on several decades of learning, as there 
will be limited opportunity for iteration. However, 
this systems approach is scarcely reflected in 
corporate climate action today.

Taking a view of the full range of impacts of 
carbon removal could bring individual corporate 
approaches better into line with the wider 
needs of the system – that is, making sure we 
have a functional, sustainable, equitable carbon 
removal sector at the scale required. This section 
describes three high-level impact categories 
against CDR approaches can be assessed, 
promoting a systems approach to corporate 
carbon removal decision-making. Section 5 will 
then link these impacts to different corporate 
approaches, while Section 6 will reflect on the 
implications over different time frames and 
consider how they might be navigated given the 
tools available today. 

The impacts (risks, benefits, nuances, 
interdependencies, and uncertainties) involved 
in carbon removal can be classified into three 
broad pots. 

Localised impacts
Impacts can be viewed from a localised 
perspective, in terms of the direct effects 
that deployment will have on the ground – for 
example at project sites and across supply chains. 
These impacts will fall directly on individuals 
and communities, local ecosystems, and local 
economies. This is the perspective civil society 
groups and community-oriented NGOs might 
assume when reflecting on the type of carbon 
removal scenarios they might want to advocate.

 » Environmental – impacts from project 
and supply chain on local ecosystems, 
such as habitat or biodiversity loss or gain, 
water demand, chemical flows 
(e.g. fertiliser application), impacts on 
ecosystem services (e.g. flood protection, 
soil quality, water quality);

 » Social – impact on local livelihoods, living 
circumstances, culture and heritage;

 » Economic – impact on local economies (e.g. 
job creation/loss).

Delocalised impacts
Impacts can also be viewed from an indirect 
perspective – considering the impacts for the 
climate, the environment, and for society as 
whole. These impacts are perhaps not felt by 
individuals, but will fall across the system and 
reflect the functionality of the type of carbon 
removal sector that is ultimately established. 
This is the perspective academics, policymakers, 
or policy-focused NGOs might assume when 
reflecting on the type of carbon removal 
scenarios they might want to advocate. 

 » Environmental – large-scale environmental 
impacts, particularly those arising from the 
cumulative impacts of many projects, for 
example land use change; 

 » Social – impact on people’s attitudes, 
behaviours, and surroundings at a 
population level;

 » Economic – costs and benefits to 
national economies;

 » Policy and governance – changes to the 
policy and regulatory landscape;

 » Climate action – impact on the ability 
to deliver carbon removal or broader 
climate action.

33 For information about anticipatory approaches and governance, see Heap (2020), Putting people and communities into greenhouse gas removal: Commercial and socio-
legal evidence, Foresight Transitions. 
http://foresighttransitions.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Foresight-Transitions-CaSE-Putting-People-into-GGR-Full-Report_130820_FINAL.pdf
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Corporate impacts 
Many of these impacts can also be viewed 
through a corporate lens. Increasingly, links 
are being made between corporate climate 
action and broader corporate strategy, as the 
reputational and financial benefits of strong 
climate action become evident. The Task Force 
on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) 
provides a risk-based framework to understand 
these corporate impacts.34 This framework is 
detailed below.

 » Transition risks – ‘climate-related transition 
risks’ arise if a company does not adequately 
adapt to the changing commercial 
environment resulting from the transition 
to a low-carbon economy. Transition risks 
encompass the following:

 » Policy and legal risks – changes to the 
policy and legal environment to encourage 
mitigation efforts will place new 
obligations on companies, who face risk if 
they are not adequately prepared or fail to 
comply. Legal risks also include the risk of 
litigation that may arise from inadequate 
climate action.

 » Technology risk – as technologies and 
technology standards develop and 
improve, corporate value chains will be 
impacted in positive and negative ways 
– in some cases improving efficiency 
and cutting costs, while in others 
undermining competitiveness or leaving 
assets stranded. 

 » Market risk – changes in market patterns, 
such as supply and demand for products 
and services.

 »  Reputation risk – changes in consumer 
perceptions and choices as a function of 
corporate climate action.

 » Physical risks – direct and indirect risks to a 
company’s physical assets or supply chain  
due to a changing climate.

The TCFD also highlights that corresponding 
climate-related opportunities exist for many 
of these risks, such as improved resource 
efficiency, energy sourcing and costs, improved 
competitiveness of products and services, new 
markets, and improved resilience to changing 
market and physical conditions. 

When exploring possible carbon removal 
approaches and technology options, corporates 
may wish to consider localised and delocalised 
impacts, in order to better understand the long-
term implications of commitments, as well as 
to gauge how corporate action will be perceived 
and thus to frame decision-making. By linking 
system-level impacts to corporate benefits 
and risk avoidance, a tangible business case 
for considered climate action, and thus carbon 
removal, may become clear. 

Recognising the role of ecosystems
As carbon removal options are developed to 
respond to the climate crisis, it is essential to 
recognise the biodiversity crisis taking place 
simultaneously. The carbon cycle does not 
function in a vacuum, but instead interacts with, 
and in many cases relies on, a complex array 
of ecosystems and environmental processes. 
Many carbon removal options therefore have the 
potential to bring about positive and negative 
environmental impacts, directly and indirectly. 
Many are able to both bolster and undermine 
both natural and social capital. 

At the simplest level, most CDR options require 
some amount of land on which to take place. 
Those projects will have direct impacts on 
local biodiversity, on the landscape, and on the 
ecosystem services provided by the landscape. 
Removal developers will therefore need to weigh 
the environmental value of what was on the land 
before versus what will be put in place. Indirect 
impacts are also worth noting – where will the 
displaced land user go, and what will be the 
relative environmental value of their development 
compared with what they are displacing? In many 

34 FSB-TCFD (2017), Final Report: Recommendations of the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
https://assets.bbhub.io/company/sites/60/2020/10/FINAL-2017-TCFD-Report-11052018.pdf
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cases, the design of the project will influence 
where the balance between positive and negative 
falls – a classic example is the distinction 
between a mixed-species and a monoculture 
plantation forest.

From a delocalised perspective, there will also 
be larger-scale, systemic implications of carbon 
removal on ecosystems. Some CDR options rely 
on biomass feedstocks, which will be increasingly 
in demand into the future as the competition 
between food, fuel, and biochemicals production 
becomes more acute. How will this affect the 
relative value of a carbon-removing ecosystem 
compared with a food-producing farm, and how 
will that shape choices about how landowners 
use their land? While these two are not mutually 
exclusive (and in fact could be synergic), they 
have the potential to come into conflict without 
careful planning and design.

Carbon removal projects are often described as 
having other environmental ‘co-benefits’, such as 
biodiversity co-benefits, indicating that the carbon 
component takes precedence while other benefits 
are incidental. Yet this hierarchy would appear 
very different to a conservationist, or a member 
of the public. It will therefore be essential to 
continue to develop natural and social capital in 
tandem as carbon removal scales. For example, 
preserving and enhancing natural capital could:

 » Maintain and enhance ecosystem services, 
which improve resilience and provide social 
and economic value;

 » Prevent natural sinks from turning 
into sources, creating opportunities 
for removal and reducing the need for 
removals elsewhere;

 » Reduce the risk of planetary boundaries 
being transgressed. 

Where possible, capturing opportunities for these 
three pillars to reinforce one another will enhance 
the legitimacy and promote acceptance of CDR 
activities, and provide ‘win-win’ pathways for 

which a compelling case can be made to local 
communities and other stakeholders. While this 
will not always be possible or straightforward, 
particularly where objectives trade off against 
one another, applying frames like natural capital 
or biodiversity net gain (BNG) can help to assess 
impacts from a systems level. 

How acceptable to society are 
different approaches?
While the above framework focuses heavily on the 
factors that influence corporate decision-making, 
the social implications and social legitimacy of 
CDR should be also a primary consideration. 
As noted above, civil society will be affected 
by the success or failure of climate action, and 
as part of this have an inherent interest in the 
establishment of an effective CDR system. At 
the same time, how the impacts of CDR are 
distributed is likely to create winners and losers, 
which will influence the legitimacy of different 
aspects of CDR in different ways.35 At a localised 
and delocalised level, justice and equity to be 
taken into account – by promoting fair procedure, 
ensuring impacts are distributed evenly, and 
repairing harms caused along the way.36 

Nonetheless, the ‘business case’ for upholding 
justice and equity needs further development 
if corporates are to adopt CDR at large scale. 
People and communities are key stakeholders 
in carbon removal, and, as consumers, are a key 
audience for corporates to consider. What is more, 
social acceptance of and engagement with carbon 
removal approaches are increasingly viewed as 
important facilitating conditions for successful 
projects. Corporates want to avoid scrutiny or 
loss of market share resulting from their choices. 
But engagement of the public can also be seen 
as an incredibly useful tool to facilitate better 
decision-making, by providing new knowledge and 
ideas. The public’s perception of corporate carbon 
removal approaches and choices is therefore a 
key consideration. It will be strongly modulated 
by the impacts that arise from such choices – as 
explored in the categories above. 

35 O’Beirne et al. (2020), The UK net-zero target: Insights into procedural justice for greenhouse gas removal, Environ. Sci. Policy, 112 (264-274) 
http://foresighttransitions.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/OBeirne-et-al-2020-UK-Net-Zero-Insights-into-Procedural-Justice-for-GGR_FINAL.pdf 

36 Carbon180 (2021), The future of carbon removal is built on reimagined public engagement: Communities must actively co-design which carbon removal solutions we 
pursue, in what ways, and to which extents 
https://carbon180.medium.com/the-future-of-carbon-removal-is-built-on-reimagined-public-engagement-7ef2b32b075b
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It is worth also noting that public knowledge 
and capacity on the topic of carbon removal 
and other climate strategies is continually 
evolving – mediated by the work of civil society 
organisations and other NGOs, social media, and 
the growing supply of information online, but 
precipitated by a surge of climate awareness and 
activism emerging amongst younger generations. 
While public understanding of carbon removal 
remains low,37 corporates should expect that 
to change – particularly as the infrastructure 
becomes more tangible across society.

The first question is ‘How much CDR?’
As has been argued in this section, considering 
the system-wide impacts when developing carbon 
removal plans will lead to better outcomes for 
environment, society, and arguably business. 
However, there is an important first question that 
ought to be asked by corporates and beyond, 
which should frame any assessment of whether 
or not those impacts are worth taking on. That 
question is whether, and to what extent, removals 
are actually required to get to net-zero. The 
appropriate level of removal will vary amongst 
individual emitters depending on the abatement 
challenges they face. Importantly, it should 
be considered that the appropriate level could 
be zero. 

Figure 8 considers how the relative roles of 
abatement and removal adopted across the 
corporate sector at large might lead to impacts 
that influence public acceptance. These are 
high-level considerations, as insufficient work 
has been undertaken to understand in detail the 
public’s preferences around implementation.38 

The intention of the figure is to emphasise that 
extreme use of either approach will likely limit 
acceptability – particularly due to increases in 
marginal cost (financial or otherwise), which will 
ultimately fall on taxpayers and consumers. 

At some undefined point between the two 
endmembers lies a suitable balance between 
abatement and removal. The Science Based 
Targets initiative (SBTi) is beginning to articulate 
this, by promulgating the notion of science-based 
net-zero targets, in which the appropriate level of 
abatement is defined on a sector basis aligned to 
a 1.5 °C target, and residual emissions (equal to 
the amount of removals needed) are understood 
as those emissions that are left over after such 
abatement has taken place (see Annex 2).39 

However, this SBTi outline approach conceals 
complex and values-laden questions about 
how sectoral allocations are defined and how 
carbon removal is developed and implemented 
in a corporate setting. These complexities are 
explored further in Section 5 and Section 6. 

While the carbon removal sector needs to scale, 
abatement remains the highest priority – not only 
for the essential reason that carbon not emitted 
entails far less risk than carbon emitted and 
then removed, but also because the impacts 
of implementing carbon removal are likely to 
be manifold, as we have seen. Ultimately, the 
use of carbon removal may only enhance social 
acceptability insofar as it is required to prevent 
the worst effects of climate change. Beyond this 
point, it is unclear whether society will be willing 
to bear the risks involved. 

Path dependency in corporate 
carbon removal has not been 
adequately explored
This section has explored the potential impacts 
of carbon removal, and argued that corporate 
choices about how removals take place will 
cause these different impacts to arise. In addition, 
the social acceptability of carbon removal and 
corporate approaches will be modulated by the 
impacts that arise, which could come at the 
benefit or detriment of corporates in turn. It is 
suggested that corporates consider the potential 

37  Cox et al. (2020), Public perceptions of carbon dioxide removal in the United States and the United Kingdom, Nature Climate Change, 10, 744-749.

38 Research into public preferences on carbon removal has been undertaken in: Heap (2020), Putting people and communities into greenhouse gas removal: Commercial 
and socio-legal evidence, Foresight Transitions. 
http://foresighttransitions.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Foresight-Transitions-CaSE-Putting-People-into-GGR-Full-Report_130820_FINAL.pdf 
Climate Assembly UK (2020), The path to net zero: Climate Assembly UK Full report 
https://www.climateassembly.uk/report/read/final-report.pdf

39 Science Based Targets Initiative (2020), Foundations for Science-Based Net Zero Target Setting in the Corporate Sector 
https://sciencebasedtargets.org/resources/legacy/2020/09/foundations-for-net-zero-full-paper.pdf
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localised and delocalised impacts of their 
choices to anticipate how these sequences might 
unfold, but that a corporate climate risk framing, 
including transition risk and physical risk, can 
also be applied to understand the broad range of 
outcomes in commercial terms. 

To date, these impact sequences have not been 
meaningfully explored in relation to carbon 
removal, meaning corporates are likely to have 
poor visibility of the long-term implications 
and systemic risks and benefits of their 

choices, making it difficult to evaluate potential 
interventions. And where some companies have 
been able to develop such visibility, this has come 
at substantial transaction costs, and does not 
provide a sustainable or replicable template for 
how corporates can support the scaling of the 
carbon removal sector. The next section seeks 
to develop an understanding of these sequences, 
using evidence from corporate engagements 
to understand the trends in action, and then 
applying an anticipatory lens to characterise 
possible implications. 

Figure 8: Contrasting scenarios for carbon removal deployment and anticipated implications for social acceptance. While 
extensive use of either abatement or removal will lead to high marginal costs for the economy and society, ambitious abatement 
efforts combined with the use of carbon removal to treat the hardest-to-abate emissions is thought to be the most effective 
approach for getting to net-zero. However, it is worth noting that, while a abatement-focused approach will lead to high costs to 
mitigate residual emissions, it inherently involves less risk. The efficacy of carbon removal relies on factors such as the ability of 
technologies currently in development to operate effectively and to reach the scale required – which in turn depends on financial, 
technical, political and social factors.

Optimal scenario – ambitious abatement 
in line with science and removals where 

required (does not mean 50/50)

Substantial investments and operational 
costs to perform large-scale removals

Technology transformations not 
incentivised – economy not decarbonised

Historical emitters remain incumbent
– could undermine public trust

Robust long-term liability and insurance 
arrangements needed to ensure stored 
carbon remains secure

Substantial abatement costs for some 
sectors, and major R&D efforts needed

Redistribution of skills and expertise – 
some business models made redundant

Large-scale behaviour change needed to 
adopt abatement measures – could 
cause backlash

No options available to treat historical 
carbon and reverse climate change

High abatement

Low removal

High removal

Low abatement

Optimal
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05.

Corporate carbon 
removal personas 
Characterising corporate approaches to carbon removal and 
anticipating implications
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Key takeaways

 » Four divergent personas for corporate engagement carbon removal are proposed, according to 
urgency and tolerance of uncertainty. These personas were developed to reflect the different 
priorities and values held by different corporates. The personas provide illustrative archetypes 
to help understand the ways in which approaches diverge, and what their respective implications 
might be. In reality, corporates will adopt a mix of approaches, which are also likely to change 
over time.

 » Anticipating some of the longer-term implications of corporate choices highlights the ways in which 
corporate action will shape the development of the CDR space, as well as the direct and indirect 
ramifications this might have for businesses ultimately. 

 » A systems approach is important in this highly uncertain space to inform governance structures and 
corporate best practice, so that a robust, sustainable, socially legitimate CDR sector can develop in 
the limited timeframe available.

To date, a small group of corporates have 
launched net-zero and net-negative strategies 
and committed to supporting removal 
technologies. Meanwhile, other organisations 
are still devising their approach, researching 
removals, establishing which target to set, or 
are at an earlier stage still. However, in terms of 
publicly stated commitments, the sample size is 
too small and heterogenous to truly understand 
the trends in corporate planning and action in 
this area. 

Building on our understanding from previous 
section of both the state of play in corporate 
action, and the impacts and influential factors 
that drive decision-making, it is instructive to 
examine the direction of travel for corporate 
engagement with carbon removal, using 
anticipatory and participatory methods. This 
can help to elucidate how the emerging removal 
sector is likely to evolve, and how key actors are 
likely to behave within it. 

By engaging a range of corporate stakeholders, 
this work was able to build a clearer picture 
of the approaches being taken, not only by 
explicitly probing plans and intentions, but also 
by eliciting the drivers, priorities and values that 
influence decision-making within an organisation. 
In addition, an understanding of the challenges 
faced by corporates when engaging with 
removals sheds light on some of the key practical 
considerations that will shape the approach taken 
and the development of the market overall. 

Emergent personas for corporate 
carbon removal
In the latter half of 2020, Foresight Transitions 
engaged with over 40 corporate stakeholders 
from a range of sectors to understand the actions, 
if any, that companies are taking in relation 
to carbon removal, the drivers behind these 
actions, and challenges they have encountered or 
anticipate along the journey. These engagements 
reveal a series of diverging approaches, each 
reflecting the internal values and priorities of 
companies in relation to carbon removal. While 
some companies wish to demonstrate action, 
impact, and an understanding of the urgency, 
meaning using the removal options available 
today, others await clarity on the market and 
regulatory framework, or are evolving their 
response based on other values or themes. 

These diverging corporate CDR approaches can 
be broadly divided according to (i) the level of 
urgency to action towards net-zero and (ii) the 
company’s willingness to tolerate uncertainty. 
The resulting matrix, displayed in Figure 9, 
highlights four ‘personas’ observed in corporate 
approaches to carbon removal. We have named 
these personas (A) Act Now, (B) Wait and See, 
(C) Play to Strengths, and (D) Future Solutions. 
This is not an exhaustive set, and the personas do 
not necessarily mirror the approaches of distinct 
corporates – some may adopt hybrid approaches 
or change their approach over time. Nonetheless, 
the personas provide illustrative archetypes to 
help understand the factors that inform decision-
making, and to consider what the respective 
implications of such decisions might be. 
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The personas also highlight two particularly 
salient variables in the approaches adopted 
by corporates – that is, the choice of removal 
solution, and the role played by the corporate 
when engaging with the solution. While these are 
useful ways of distinguishing the personas, these 
variables are more likely to be a function of pre-
existing urgency and uncertainty tolerance than a 
driver of a given persona.

These personas deliberately do not allude 
to corporate interactions with the policy or 
regulatory environment. This is because the 
framework for carbon removal is currently 
incomplete and varies by sector and geography. 
The personas describe only voluntary corporate 
responses to the carbon removal discourse 
and sector in its current state. Below, the four 
personas are described in more detail. 

Persona (A): ‘Act now’ – Market-ready 
removal options
In Persona (A), companies are eager to 
demonstrate action towards net-zero in the short 
term but have a low appetite for uncertainty. 
Companies therefore opt to procure removal 
credits from the established voluntary carbon 
market. These are typically sourced through 
biological (‘nature-based’) removal projects – 
of which afforestation/tree planting projects 
constitute a large component. This is close to a 
traditional offsetting approach, although scrutiny 
is required to ensure purchased credits represent 
carbon removals, and not reductions.

 » Choice of solution: Market-ready options – 
namely biological options.

 »  Corporate role: Buyer of credits in voluntary 
carbon market.

Higher 
urgency

Lower 
urgency

Lower 
tolerance of 
uncertainty

Higher 
tolerance 

of uncertainty

(C) Play to 
strengths

(D) Future 
solutions

(B) Wait 
and see

(A) Act
now

Figure 9: Personas for corporate engagement with carbon removal, according to level of urgency and tolerance of uncertainty.
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Box 2: Boston Consulting Group

Boston Consulting Group (BCG) has been carbon 
neutral since 2018, offsetting its emissions 
by purchasing voluntary carbon credits, 
predominantly credits associated with ‘avoided 
emissions’-type projects. Since setting its 2030 
net-zero target, the company has refocused its 
offsetting efforts, noting that ‘we will transition 
to 100% carbon removal solutions by 2030’. 
BCG pledges to support both biological (nature-
based) and engineered solutions, setting a price 
expectation of $35/tonne in 2025, rising to $80/
tonne in 2030

Persona (B): ‘Wait and see’ – Await 
clarity and trends and policies 
In Persona (B), companies seek clarity before 
they move forward on the path to net-zero. This 
means waiting for clear market trends, rules or 
regulations, to be sure the approach taken will be 
credible and robust. 

 » Choice of solution: None as yet.

 » Corporate role: Conduct research and 
dialogues internally and with stakeholders

Persona (C): ‘Play to strengths’ 
– Evolve strategy based on 
organisational capabilities 
In Persona (C), companies are willing to tolerate 
uncertainty, but wish to set a CDR strategy in 
motion in the near term and lay a clear path to 
net-zero. Companies can examine the options and 
consider which could be most suitable given their 
specific expertise and value chain capabilities. 
Companies that follow Persona (C) can then 
implement carbon removal solutions within their 
own value chains, becoming the supplier, rather 
than the buyer, of removals.

 » Choice of solution: Technologies that align 
with value chain activities might be biological 
(as appropriate for agricultural and other 
land-based value chains) or engineered 
(perhaps more appropriate for heavy industry 
and in the energy sector).

 » Corporate role: Project developer and 
investor. (Solutions may be wholly funded by 
the company or could be co-funded - for 

example if there is already a policy incentive 
in place, or if the company collaborates with 
other financiers to co-develop a project.) 

 

Persona (D): ‘Future solutions’ – Invest 
in emerging removal options
In Persona (D), companies are willing to deal 
with uncertainty and do not face a high level 
of urgency to present a net-zero balance 
sheet – perhaps because they do not face 
major challenges to abate their emissions. This 
means investing in or otherwise financially 
supporting emergent solutions in order to drive 
commercialisation and scaling of new removal 
supply chains. 

 » Choice of solution: Emerging removal 
technologies – namely engineered and other 
non-biological options – that are not widely 
available on the voluntary carbon market.

 » Corporate role: Venture capital investor or 
long-term buyer, though may move from one 
to the other over time – placing corporate on 
both the supply and demand side.

Box 3: Horizon Organic

Horizon Organic, a subsidiary of Danone 
specialising in organic dairy products, aims to 
become ‘carbon positive’ across its whole supply 
chain by 2025. The company states that it ‘will 
achieve carbon neutrality, and then go even 
further, to remove, reduce and offset additional 
emissions from entering the atmosphere, 
becoming carbon positive’. To achieve this target, 
the company will work collaboratively with over 
600 farming partners in its supply chain, and 
pursue a four-pillar approach comprising (1) 
financial support and training to family farmers, 
(2) carbon-reducing on-farm practices, 
(3) off-farm actions, e.g. in transport and 
manufacturing, and (4) investing in agriculture-
focused offset and removal projects.
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Box 4: Stripe and Shopify

Stripe and Shopify have made similar 
commitments to spend a yearly sum to 
purchase removals ‘at any price’. Both are 
seemingly looking to focus their attention 
on engineered approaches, with Stripe 
emphasising removals that deliver ‘long-term 
(century+) storage’, and Shopify disbursing a 
large proportion of its initial round of funding to 
‘groundbreaking technologies that permanently 
remove carbon’. These purchases will play 
an important role in market development – 
signalling a demand to existing and prospective 
carbon removal producers, and offering revenue 
‘predictability’ that benefits producers, investors, 
and buyers alike, as well as helping to finance 
technology development and demonstration, 
which will in turn enable cost reductions. 

It should be noted that for many companies, 
CDR may not be a priority. Given the only recent 
emergence of CDR to the business agenda, it is 
difficult to distinguish a ‘Wait and See’ approach 
from a ‘No CDR’ one. The latter option may 
emerge over the coming years as companies 
develop and differentiate their positions. 

Corporate priorities and values
Engagements with corporate stakeholders 
revealed a range of priorities and values held by 
companies in relation to carbon removal and the 
approach assumed. Some priorities and values 
are cross-cutting and could be common to many 
personas – these include:

 » Aligning carbon removal choices to messaging 
and brand,

 » Continued ability to serve customers – by 
taking cost-effective approaches that do not 
harm competitiveness,

 » Social legitimacy (though how this might be 
delivered is arguably not well understood),

 » Going beyond sectoral standards 
or compliance,

 » Developing a plan that will stand up to  
NGO scrutiny, and

 » Observing a mitigation hierarchy when 
engaging with CDR.

Meanwhile, some priorities and values can be 
seen to be persona-specific. Table 5 summarises 
some of the values that organisations may seek 
to capture when engaging with carbon removal 
via a specific persona. These help to illuminate 
the narratives that might be used both internally 
and externally when building a case for a specific 
carbon removal approach.
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Table 5: Priorities and values for corporates engaging 
with carbon removal

• Delivering social and community benefits 
• Taking real action to deliver tangible results 
• Aligning with industry/sectoral standards,  
 not being left behind 
• Being able to claim fair share of reward for  
 climate actions
• Being able to claim net-zero

(A) Act now

• Delivering social and community benefits 
• Clarity about how removals will be valued  
 and by whom (market design) 
• Aligning with industry/sectoral standards,  
 not being left behind
• Awaiting more robust definitions, boundaries,  
 or criteria for net-zero targets 
• Seeking better recognition by policymakers  
 of challenges faced by sector (and hence  
 better understanding of support required)

(B) Wait and see

• Taking real action to deliver tangible results 
• Maintaining or enhancing integrity of   
 ecosystems impacted by value chain 
• Bringing supply chain partners along
 on the journey 
• Relationship- and trust-building
 with suppliers 
• Developing CDR approaches whose value
 is not currently recognised
 (e.g. by standard-setters)

(C) Play to strengths

• Enabling development of technologies  
 needed for the future 
• Developing approaches where value
 is not currently recognised
 (e.g. by stand ard-setters)
• Maximising company impact via investment,  
 potentially in place of being able to claim  
 net-zero

(D) Future solutions

Opportunities and challenges for 
corporate carbon removal
Tables i-iv in Annex 3 bring these four suggested 
personas to life, by outlining the (i) opportunities 
and drivers and (ii) challenges and issues that 
corporates face in relation to each approach. 
These insights, again elicited through corporate 
engagement, provide a clearer picture of the 
practical aspects considered by corporates when 
developing plans and strategies, and include both 
high-level and detailed considerations. 

Importantly, the challenges and opportunities 
identified also illustrate the way in which 
corporates perceive carbon removal more broadly. 
Challenges often focus on near- to medium-term 
issues – in particular, the absence of market 
or policy frameworks to provide certainty to 
decision-makers. Moreover, challenges often 
describe barriers to the uptake or initiation of an 
approach – such as the need for a clear market 
signal, cost reduction, or simply more information 
to inform choices – but rarely refer to issues 
involved in operating and managing the impacts of 
an approach. Additionally, no challenges or issues 
were identified in relation to Persona (B) ‘Wait 
and See’ – meaning issues or risks stemming 
from the failure to deploy carbon removal were 
not identified.

These trends are perhaps indicative of a lack 
of visibility of what the sector will look like or 
what will be required of corporates after initial 
decision-making and direction-setting, and 
point to the need for more thorough corporate 
engagement and capacity building regarding 
post-purchase/post-investment issues or 
obligations on corporates – for example regarding 
the integrity of removal that takes place. This 
discrepancy between perceived and anticipated 
issues is explored further in the next sub-section.

However, they also speak to the potentially poor 
fit between the needs of the CDR sector and 
current corporate decision-making processes. 
The many unknowns surrounding CDR, including 
what the engagement process would look like, 
the difficulty of quantifying costs and benefits, 
combined with an unclear or complex business 
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case that may not fit neatly into an internal 
or external carbon pricing paradigm, make 
this nascent investment proposition difficult 
to reconcile. The barriers, and how they were 
overcome by companies that have managed 
to deliver more mature CDR strategies, will 
need to be identified to unlock wider corporate 
engagement. This will be the subject of 
Phase 2 of this research. 

Anticipating the implications of 
corporate approaches
Tables i-iv in Annex 3 provide insight into the 
tangible implementational considerations 
corporates perceive or have experienced when 
engaging with removals. However, these 
suggestions do not provide a complete picture 
of the likely impacts of each approach across 
the three categories identified in Section 4. It is 
clear that while corporates are grappling with a 
range of issues relating to near-term decision-
making, there remains an overlooked set of issues 
relating to the longer-term and system-wide 
implications of corporate removal strategies. This 
likely stems from a lack of coordination between 
removal sector practitioners and corporates, to 
mutually communicate needs. These overlooked 
issues could over time undermine the successful 
deployment of removal solutions.

In line with the tenets of anticipatory governance, 
and with the impact typology outlined in Section 
4, Tables 6-9 offer a framework for anticipating 
the risk implications of the four personas. The 
tables posit potential medium- to long-term 
implications that might arise if the market at 
large were to strongly favour any individual 
persona, in terms of localised, delocalised, and 
corporate impacts. A non-exhaustive set of 
implications across these impact categories have 
been suggested, building a picture of the types 
of futures that may arise from each persona. 

While none of these extremes are likely, their 
conceptualisation could help to understand the 
systemic risks which, if realised, could undermine 
legitimacy, acceptance, and thus feasibility of 
large-scale removal. 

This anticipatory exercise supports a re-
framing of corporate carbon removal decision-
making away from individual commercial 
risk and benefit, and towards the shared 
objective to simultaneously scale the sector 
whilst managing localised and delocalised 
risk. Corporate impacts remain an important 
consideration in terms of the economic viability 
and procedural feasibility of carbon removal 
deployment. However, delivering a functional 
carbon removal sector will require a systems 
approach, in order to manage the impacts 
across an array of interconnected systems 
that may otherwise present barriers to scaling. 
This impact-focused approach also helps to 
characterise the ways in which each of these 
corporate personas may need to be modulated, 
through interventions and the provision of 
enabling tools by a wider array of actors, to take 
forward carbon removal credibly. 

Acknowledging these longer-term issues and 
beginning to address them through wider 
collaboration across the carbon removal 
community will improve the probability of more 
effective and sustainable solutions. 
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Table 6: Risk implications for Persona (A): ‘Act now’ 

Localised Delocalised Corporate

Ecological

 » Trade-offs with other environmental 
objectives (e.g. local biodiversity) to 
maximise carbon benefit

 
Social

 » Changes to local landscapes 

 » Challenge to local culture and heritage

 
Economic

 » Challenge to established agricultural 
business models – need for new 
practices, skills and training

Ecological

 » Land use change can lead to 
habitat destruction

 » Transgression of planetary boundaries 
if biological removals market 
scales substantially

 » Threat to ecosystem services e.g. 
flood management

 
Social

 » Uneven distribution of costs and 
benefits between projects in 
Global North and South could 
undermine legitimacy 

Economic

 » Potential ‘bidding wars’ for lower-cost 
carbon. Faster movers could deplete 
supply of credits 

Policy and governance

 » New standards needed to enable 
market liquidity and uphold integrity – 
potentially resource intensive 

Climate action

 » Engineered and other solutions do not 
receive sufficient resources to reach 
required scale 

 » Markets at risk of being dominated 
by largest buyers, rather than 
those most in need (with highest 
residual emissions)

Transition risk

 » Policy and legal – choice(s) of 
projects not recognised under future 
compliance rules

 »  Policy and legal – risk of reversal leads 
to associated insurance requirements

 »  Market – currently low prices rise 
unpredictably with demand and 
technology developments (e.g. 
improved monitoring). Cost projections 
may not be valid

 »  Reputation – perception by 
consumers and NGOs of this 
persona as a low-cost ‘shortcut’ to 
abatement, particularly for large 
historical emitters

 »  Reputation – perception of 
‘greenwashing’ if certain standards 
not observed 

 
Physical risk

 »  Removals must be real, permanent 
and additional, and used to treat 
residual emissions (rather than 
swapped for abatement) to effectively 
contribute to climate action
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Table 7: Risk implications for Persona (B): ‘Wait and see’ 

Localised Delocalised Corporate

Ecological

 » Finance flows not adequately 
mobilised towards nature 
restoration projects

 
Social

 » Missed opportunities for investment 
and reinvigoration of historically 
industrial areas

 
Economic

 » Missed opportunities for job creation 
and re-skilling in new removals sector

Ecological

 » Finance flows not adequately 
mobilised towards nature 
restoration projects

 
Social

 » Missed opportunities for investment 
and reinvigoration of historically 
industrial areas

 » Need for gap-filling public support for 
removals – impacts on other areas of 
government spending 

 
Economic

 » Missed opportunities for job creation 
and re-skilling in new removals sector

 » Limited investment in scaling supply 
chains raises demand and prices

 
Policy and governance

 » Low corporate uptake signals need for 
public sector intervention – potentially 
higher administrative costs

 » Slow market growth does not signal 
need for standards or regulations 
framework to uphold integrity of any 
removals that are taking place

 
Climate action

 »  Lack of near-term investment 
in carbon removal supply chains 
inhibits longer-term scaling potential

Transition risk

 » Policy and legal – high exposure to 
carbon prices and other regulation if 
residual emissions remain significant

 » Market – miss opportunities 
available to early movers, e.g. 
market leadership, greater choice of 
(affordable) removal options

 » Reputation – perception of inaction, 
further highlighted by actions of 
other companies 

 
Physical risk

 »  Limited investment in solutions to 
treat residual emissions – corporate 
contribution to climate change 
is sustained
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Table 8: Implications for Persona (C): ‘Play to strengths’ 

Localised Delocalised Corporate

Ecological

 » Trade-offs with other environmental 
objectives (e.g. local biodiversity) to 
maximise carbon benefit

 
Social

 » Changes to local landscapes 

 » Challenge to local culture and heritage

 » Increased public interest and potential 
scrutiny or NIMBYism if projects are 
conducted closer to home 

 
Economic

 » Challenge to established agricultural 
business models – need for new 
practices, skills and training

Ecological

 » Land use change can lead to large-
scale habitat destruction

 » Transgression of planet’s other 
biophysical boundaries if biological 
removals market scales up to 
upper limit

 » Threat to ecosystem services e.g. 
flood management

 
Social

 » Perception of corporate capture of 
removals if corporates are suppliers 
rather than buyers – could undermine 
public trust

 
Economic

 » Corporates in control of supply, price, 
and quality of removals

 
Policy and governance

 » Solutions incorporated within 
organisations rather than a distinct 
sector – hard to oversee scaling or 
characterise total potential 

 
Climate action

 »  Low cost, ‘no regrets’ biological 
options may be substituted for 
higher-cost abatement required 
elsewhere in value chain

 » For high cost engineered projects, 
funding might be more effectively 
spent on abatement challenges

Transition risk

 » Policy and legal – chosen approach 
not recognised under future 
compliance rules

 » Policy and legal – dependency on 
supply chain removals to treat 
residual emissions could become an 
issue when biological projects reach 
carbon saturation

 » Policy and legal – companies must 
assume responsibility (e.g. regulatory 
penalties) for any discrepancies 
between projected and actual 
removals delivered by supply chain

 
 Physical risk

 »  Removals must be real, permanent 
and additional, and used to treat 
residual emissions (rather than 
swapped for abatement) to effectively 
contribute to climate action
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Table 9: Risk implications for Persona (D): ‘Future solutions’ 

Localised Delocalised Corporate

Ecological

 » Finance flows not adequately 
mobilised towards nature 
restoration projects

 
Social

 » Large industrial installations do not 
bring the environmental, aesthetic 
and recreational benefits of biological 
removal projects 

 
Economic

 » Re-skilling required to establish brand 
new sector 

Ecological

 » Finance flows not adequately 
mobilised towards nature 
restoration projects

 
Social

 » Perception of corporate capture of 
removals if corporates are suppliers 
rather than buyers – could undermine 
public trust

 
Economic

 » Funding of high-cost solutions likely to 
be dominated by market incumbents 
– less accessible to innovative 
new entrants

 
Policy and governance

 » Reliance on public support to 
develop shared transport and 
storage infrastructure required for 
engineered approaches

 
Climate action

 »  Substantial costs of engineered 
solutions might be more effectively 
spent on abatement challenges

Transition risk

 » Policy and legal – chosen approach 
not recognised under future 
compliance rules

 » Market/technology – choice(s) of 
technology or beneficiary companies 
may not be long-term market leaders

 » Reputation – difficult to communicate 
strategy to stakeholders as future 
systems are untested, uncertain and 
hard to visualise

 
 Physical risk

 »  Removals must be real, permanent 
and additional, and used to treat 
residual emissions (rather than 
swapped for abatement) to effectively 
contribute to climate action
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06.

Next steps for 
corporates
Leveraging and delimiting the role of corporates and other 
actors over time
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Key takeaways

 » In the absence of strong governance of carbon removal, such as policy and regulation, corporate 
decision-making will strongly influence the nature and evolution of the carbon removal market.

 » This places a responsibility on corporates to make informed and sensible decisions that uphold 
high-integrity outcomes. 

 » There are certain key decision points where corporate choices can be leveraged to enable more 
impactful outcomes in the absence of other frameworks that will emerge over time. These decision 
points are explored in Table 11.

The machinery of the future carbon removal 
sector is unclear. While much policy work 
operates on the assumption of carbon 
removal as a primarily market-driven initiative, 
following in the footsteps of traditional offsets, 
this is not a certainty; with some academic 
work continuing to explore the possibility of 
publicly procured, or even publicly owned and 
operated carbon removal. The system that is 
ultimately established to deliver removals is 
highly uncertain. 

Thus far, this work has explored insights 
and trends from corporate carbon removal 
as it stands today. But how can corporates 
take forward carbon removal and plan for 
tomorrow? How can they be sure commitments 
and plans will be valid into the future? What 
kind of regulatory and market environment 
might they expect? With which other players 
and stakeholders will they interact? Again, 
we must take an anticipatory approach, using 
our knowledge of today to make assumptions 
about tomorrow.

The role of the voluntary market
Corporate engagement with carbon removal 
takes place against the backdrop of the voluntary 
carbon market. The voluntary market has 
achieved mixed results in terms of its ability to 

 

 
stimulate corporate climate action, and has 
some way to go in its ability to deliver high-
integrity carbon removal at scale.40 Nonetheless, 
it provides the context, structures and rules 
for buying and selling units of carbon – be that 
emissions reductions or removals. 

Insights from the interview and survey work 
revealed that many corporate stakeholders 
seek clarity about how the voluntary market 
will function in relation to removals, with the 
market expected and assumed to be crucial in 
mediating corporate interactions with carbon 
removal. Approximately half of the respondents 
to our survey indicated that their carbon removal 
approach would involve procuring carbon credits 
from the market – either generalised credits or 
credits from specific projects. Consequently, 
many respondents commented on the need for 
research to address questions about the future 
‘role and regulation of the market’, such as ‘how 
do you trade [removals], how do you account for 
them?’, so that organisations could begin to shape 
their plans around these expected structures 
(see Table 3).

What we have seen in the previous sections, 
however, is that corporate decision-making 
has a strong influence over the design of the 
carbon removal market itself. Corporates are 
not passive actors moving through immutable 
market frameworks, but are in fact, to an extent, 
actively designing their own architectures within 

40 Carbon180 (2020), ‘In search of carbon removal offsets’  
https://carbon180.medium.com/in-search-of-carbon-removal-offsets-42abf71b3ccc
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a dynamic landscape. Building on evidence from 
Sections 3-5, we can see that, when developing a 
corporate carbon removal approach, companies 
are free to determine:

The technology option used,

1. The methodology or standard used,

2. The capacity in which the organisation is 
involved – for example as a buyer, as an 
investor, as a supplier.

Indeed it is only personas (A) and (B) that 
anticipate established market processes as 
having a controlling influence, whereas (C) and 
(D) redesign these processes to work in new 
ways. There is, perhaps, a level of cognitive 
dissonance about the role companies expect 
to play at an individual level, relative to the 
anticipated direction and shape of the market 
– with traditional processes and innovative 
approaches competing for dominance.

Corporate responsibility in the carbon 
removal marketplace
These degrees of freedom in decision-making 
afford corporates significant influence over 
overall system outcomes. The aggregated choices 
of corporates will shape key market attributes 
such as:

 » The distribution of finance to scaling different 
technology options and thus the technology 
mix available,

 » The supply and allocation of credits and 
how much different buyers pay (currently 
determined by the fastest movers), 

 » The quality and efficacy of removal that takes 
place (currently determined by the standards 
that are selected), 

 » The insurance and liability arrangements 
established for stored carbon.

Supply of different options in the market is 
the only real constraint on decision-making 
at present.

This freedom places a level of responsibility 
on corporates to make informed and sensible 
decisions in order to uphold high-integrity 
outcomes within the carbon removal market. 
In fact, in the absence of policy and regulation, 
corporate decision-making is a substantive 
component of the overall governance of 
carbon removal.41 Evidently, it is important that 
corporates are well informed, resources, and 
otherwise equipped in order to engage in such 
influential decision-making. Section 4 offers a 
starting point for more comprehensive reflection 
on the medium- to long-term implications of 
choices across different impact categories. 
However, a more structured decision-making 
framework could enhance corporate confidence 
in taking forward a carbon removal approach in a 
way that they know to be credible. 

Table 10 highlights five nodal decision-making 
areas where corporate choices have ramifications 
for the broader carbon removal sector and 
its evolution. In some cases, such as target-
setting, corporate choices will strongly influence 
outcomes, whereas in other areas, the corporate 
influence is weaker, but remains noteworthy in 
terms of the impact of corporate trends on the 
direction of travel within the sector. 

41 The ‘governance’ of carbon removal is a substantive area of research, exploring the role of different decision-makers in shaping how carbon removal takes place. While 
systems of policy and regulation play a more explicit role in managing removals, governance research also recognises the direct and indirect contribution of a wider array 
of actors, such as corporates, NGOs, and civil society to the development of the sector.
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Table 10: Decision-making areas where corporate choices can be leveraged for more impactful outcomes 

Decision area Carbon removal concept

1 Planning and strategy Target setting

Choice of removal option

Legacy emissions and net-negative targets

2 Removal standard and integrity Permanence

Measurement of stored carbon

Balancing co-benefits for biological options

3 Supply, demand, and distribution of finance Investment in high-cost emerging technology options

Limitations on supply of nature-based solutions

4 Insurance and liability Purchasing future options

Liability to protect against uncertain future removals

5 Communications and claims Perceptions of technologies, communication of risks and benefits

Potential misuse/abuse of claims

All five areas identified in Table 10 are areas with 
a high level of complexity, requiring different 
values and impacts to be weighed, and corporates 
will have a role in navigating these decisions 
in the near term. However, over time, as a 
more robust governance framework emerges, 
responsibilities will shift and be absorbed by new 
stakeholder groups and institutions.  

Table 11 provides a more detailed exploration of 
these decision points, in particular examining the 
changing influence and contribution of corporates 
over time; highlighting the tools available to 
support those decisions in the near term; and 
anticipating the actors, systems, and rules that 
could emerge to provide more stable governance 
arrangements in the longer term.
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Decision area Aspects to consider How might this develop & be managed over time What can corporates do in the meantime Available tools

Planning and strategy

Target-setting  » Companies will need to compare the technical and economic feasibility 
of abatement and removal, as well as to consider the technical and 
economic uncertainties associated with both. 

 » Social considerations will also need to be made. Declaring climate 
action can create marketing opportunities but also expose companies 
to scrutiny. There is uncertainty about what actions will be deemed 
legitimate by stakeholders and the various publics.

 » Investors are increasingly aware of the integration of ESG and CSR 
aspects into business strategies, and the risk exposure arising from 
poor integration. Risks include stranded assets, increasing carbon 
cost (emission and removal), and changing public attitudes towards 
legitimate action.

 » Target-setting guidelines – to promote a consistent, 
science-based approach to corporate targets. This 
includes quantifying suitable abatement targets, 
timeframes, and scopes to include. Guidelines could 
work on an industry basis.

 » Rules for residual emissions
 » Independent guidelines – could be provided 

(perhaps by sector) by trade associations, 
research bodies, NGOs, corporate 
climate coalitions.

 » Regulatory framework – e.g. benchmarking 
suitable residual emissions by industry, or through 
separate removals cap and trade system (with 
cap representing total residuals in economy). 

 » An independent body could oversee development 
of guidelines and regulations, e.g. a climate 
change committee or industry regulator, with 
input from research bodies, NGOs, corporate 
climate coalitions, or trade associations. 

 » Rules for emissions reporting and disclosure will 
be an essential prerequisite for these frameworks 
to develop.

 » Transparent reporting of emissions data. 
Communicate with the public and policymakers 
about which emissions will be difficult to abate 
and why.

 » Robustness of target (achievability, impact) should 
be prioritised over the potential opportunities for 
brand promotion and differentiation. Earlier targets 
are not always better without a plan to implement.

 » Set Science Based Target for abatement to 
highlight residuals. 

 » Target should be consistent with wider corporate 
strategy and integrated into financial and 
investment strategies.

 » GHG Protocol for emissions accounting 

 » Consultancy support to set Science Based Target

 » Net-zero strategies from SBTi 2020 report

Choice of removal option  » Carbon removal is an emerging sector, and there is much to be 
learned about the technology options and their impacts. Opinions and 
perceptions of the various options therefore vary widely.

 » Each option has different characteristics, which must be weighed. Key 
aspects for corporates to consider are permanence, availability (over 
different timeframes), and cost. 

 » Some options provide co-benefits that can provide attractive additional 
marketing opportunities, while other options carry the risk of weak or 
negative support.

 » How the perceptions of the different options change over time will be 
influenced by how corporates use them over the coming years. This will 
include publics and stakeholders are engaged as options are deployed. 

 » The mix of options we end up with will be critical in determining if and 
how we get to net-zero.

 » Frameworks will eventually be needed at the level 
of national government to oversee how much 
and what type of removal is taking place, monitor 
impacts, and perform carbon accounting to review 
progress on national climate targets. Policies can 
then be put in place to stimulate certain areas and 
constrain others. 

 » Rules around international trading will need to be 
addressed as demand grows – likely via Article 6. 

 » By engaging openly in dialogues with a range 
of stakeholders as the carbon removal sector 
develops, corporates can inform and be informed 
about the options; understand attitudes and 
preferences; and build internal understanding of the 
risks and benefits of approaches. This can help build 
confidence in corporate climate strategies, reduce 
exposure to criticism, and improve the chances of 
successful deployment if impacted communities 
feel their needs have been accounted for.

 » Avoid using emissions reduction offsets. Net-zero 
requires all residual emissions to be compensated 
for using carbon removals, which ensure no net 
increase in atmospheric concentrations.

 » Various resources like the Economist Intelligence 
Unit provide guidance on carbon removal options for 
voluntary capacity building

 » Regulatory tools like the EU taxonomy for 
sustainable activities and upcoming UK Green 
Taxonomy could provide guidance on carbon 
removal attributes as knowledge develops.

 » Carbon Removal Centre provides platform for 
stakeholder dialogues

Legacy emissions and net-
negative targets

 » Historical emissions will need to be removed from the atmosphere to 
reverse warming that has taken place to date. A number of companies 
have already committed to doing this. 

 » However, it is not possible for a company to ‘remove past emissions’ 
until ongoing emissions are brought to zero – using abatement wherever 
possible, and removals for any residuals.

 » If the supply of removals is limited, is it legitimate for one emitter to 
pursue being net-negative, ahead of other emitters who are aiming for 
net-zero? This will be different for companies buying from the market 
versus those supplying to the market.

 » Market regulators will likely need to mediate 
use of different solutions for different purposes. 
Priority may need to be given to addressing residual 
emissions, rather than historical ones, when supply 
is constrained. This will be contingent on company 
disclosure of how they intend to use removals, and 
the costs they are prepared to pay.

 » A removals reporting framework may need to 
be established.

 » Emphasise net-zero and demonstrate an ambitious/
science-based plan for abatement and treating 
residuals first. Ensure the company is truly in a 
position to treat legacy emissions. Determine 
what would be the purpose or end goal of net-
negative strategy – continuing to buy removals to 
make carbon negative claim, or providing finance 
to enhance the overall supply of removals to 
other users? 

 » Consultancy support to set Science Based Target
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Decision area Aspects to consider How might this develop & be managed over time What can corporates do in the meantime Available tools 

Removal standard and integrity

Permanence  » Carbon stored in biological options is vulnerable 
to being released through disease, fire, drought, 
inadequate maintenance, or for commercial reasons. 

 » A technical definition of ‘permanent’ carbon removal 
has yet to be determined. 

 » Engineered options offer carbon storage that is 
more stable with much lower risk of being released. 

 » Insurance mechanisms to protect against reversal 
(predominantly for biological options) – could be 
provided by: 

 » Buffer pools of additional carbon credits – where 
a portion of the credits generated are put away, 
and can be used to buffer any units that end up 
being reversed, 

 » Requirement to buy back-up credits from an 
alternative source of removal,

 » Adjustment factors added to the sale of credits – 
so that more than one unit of biological removals 
must be purchased for each credit received. 

 » The development of technologies and models to 
provide geographically high-resolution estimates of 
carbon storage and fluxes will be needed to inform 
financial models that quantify the risk of reversal 
from different sites. 

 » To reduce the exposure risk, restrictions could also 
be applied to the proportion of non-permanent 
options that a company can use – with the 
remainder delivered by options that have been 
certified as permanent.

 » Adjust cost projections for removals to account for 
potential need for ‘carbon insurance’, or consider the 
need to split removals between low-cost biological 
options and higher-cost, more permanent ones. 

 » When setting a removals strategy, establish 
an internal definition of the permanence, with 
justification. Assess the availability of options that 
meet the definition, and factor in the cost (and 
timing of their availability) into the strategy.

 » Removal providers/project operators should 
consider setting a “standard of stewardship” for 
sites, outlining how carbon will be protected and 
leakage will be reduced.

 » Precedent – Stripe criteria for removals purchases 
include permanence.

 » Some examples of insurance agreements for NBS 
projects are available today, in which insurer uses 
part of premium to buy back-up NBS credits from 
another programme. 

 » Oxford Principles indicate a preference for 
permanent removals, and suggest nature 
restoration projects should be supported ‘in their 
own right’, rather than through carbon markets.

Measurement of stored carbon  » Methods for assessing the amount of carbon 
that has been stored varies between options. 
Carbon accounting can be complex, as energy, 
transportation and land use emissions need to 
be assessed. 

 » Engineered options tend to produce contained 
volumes of carbon dioxide that can be easier 
to quantify. 

 » Bespoke methodologies to measure the carbon 
stored will need to be developed for each 
removal option.

 » Techniques are being developed to provide snap-
shot assessments of tree growth, which can provide 
more accurate data for afforestation carbon storage. 

 » Corporates should observe up-to-date 
measurement practices for value chain removals, 
where available. 

 » In the absence of agreed methodologies, corporates 
can engage academic expertise to test bespoke 
approaches, some of which may eventually scale. 

 » Corporates should incorporate uncertainty 
estimates into future projections.

 » The Woodland Carbon Code provides a globally 
recognised standard for forestry projects intended 
to generate carbon credits.

 » Upcoming GHG Protocol guidance on land 
sector removals.

 » Existing guidance from standard-bearers like 
Gold Standard and Verra on accounting for 
biological removals.

Balancing co-benefits for biological options  » Biological options can provide valuable 
environmental, social and economic co-benefits. 
Delivering these benefits may require compromising 
the carbon benefit. 

 » There is a conflict between need for market liquidity 
(which could be enhanced through permanence 
criteria, potentially excluding biological options) and 
the recognition of ‘better-value’ carbon removal 
projects (those that provide co-benefits). For 
example, setting a single price for carbon removal 
may support liquidity, but over-values some projects 
and undervalues others.

 » Different stakeholders will have different 
perceptions of which benefits are most valuable and 
should be pursued by a given project.

 » Often, biological projects are delivered through 
collaboration of a number of parties. This can make 
allocating the different benefits (and potential 
financial rewards for their delivery) complex.

 » Protocols will need to be developed to determine 
how to distribute co-benefits to different parties, 
taking into account potentially diverse funding 
streams for farming and land-based practices 
alongside corporate investment, and how each 
contributed to outcomes. 

 » The relative value of co-benefits, given prevailing 
policy incentives or market demand, could in some 
cases mean that removal projects instead become 
‘restoration’ initiatives, with removal as an incidental 
benefit. There is likely a role for governments in 
overseeing these decisions. 

 » Local and national area plans with specific targets 
may be developed to inform decisions.

 » Minimum environmental criteria could be built for 
biological carbon removal projects (e.g. criteria built 
into voluntary credits, or guidance from authoritative 
bodies for project developers).

 » Ensure carbon removals do not come at net 
environmental cost, by applying strict criteria and 
observing best practice. Ensure a broad array of 
environmental factors are accounted for in project 
planning and evaluation.

 » Work with project developers to estimate how 
the financial contribution will advance various 
carbon and environmental outcomes, assuming an 
‘environmental additionality’ approach. 

 » Avoid treating carbon in a silo. Consider 
opportunities to advance other ESG objectives 
at the same time, taking an integrative approach 
where possible. Provide incentives for climate and 
environment teams to work together.

 » Biodiversity net gain approaches increasingly 
practised by developers. Also, EIA and SEA 
regulations in planning system manage 
environmental impacts of developments.
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Decision area Aspects to consider How might this develop & be managed over time What can corporates do in the meantime Available tools 

Supply, demand, and distribution of finance

Investment in 
high-cost emerging 
technology options

 » Expected higher costs and development risk of emerging technology options 
could limit pull for investment, and in turn inhibit scaling.

 » Uncertainty about factors like potential, impacts, costs, perceptions, could 
reduce corporate confidence and thus funding.

 » A diverse portfolio of removal options is needed to ensure sustainability and 
integrity. Excessive pressure on natural systems to deliver removals could 
jeopardise planetary boundaries and limit overall permanence.

 » Governments may need to put technology-specific policy incentives in 
place, in line with desired levels of scaling. This should include funding 
for early demonstration projects, to bridge the valley of death.

 » In the nearer term, reward mechanisms could be introduced for 
emitters using removals from novel options (these will also be made 
relatively more attractive as carbon prices increase).

 » As technologies reach commercial stage and venture capital is no 
longer required, standard agreements on level and form of payment 
(to developers) and return (to buyer emitters) will emerge, increasing 
market liquidity and buyer confidence. 

 » Technology-specific arrangements will be needed regarding liability 
for reversal and insuring against uncertainty.

 » Corporates can observe precedent, develop bespoke 
arrangements with suppliers, or seek advice from third 
parties, regarding the type of support they might offer to 
nascent technologies. 

 » Develop insurance arrangements to reflect inherent uncertainty 
in product (see part 4).

 » Corporates could enter into agreements in VC capacity, without 
expectation of ‘carbon return’. (Though companies may wish 
to set some expectation of future carbon return once project 
is operational.) 

 » Develop internal case to invest in emerging and nascent 
technologies (technology/market leadership, future viability), 
building on lessons from early-mover corporates.

Limitations on supply of 
biological solutions 

 » Physical constraints on biological solutions mean they are likely to make 
up only part of the overall carbon removal supply. 

 » Competition for land is likely to increase, pitting land-based removal 
projects against other important uses including food and fuel production. 
Direct and indirect land use change, and associated carbon and 
biodiversity impacts, will need to be considered.

 » Planetary boundaries could be transgressed if biological options are 
overexploited. While this risk will be lower for pure restoration projects, 
other types, e.g. biomass-based projects, could promote harmful 
resource flows (e.g. water, fertilisers) as they scale.

 » There is a risk that costs may escalate but not necessarily result in 
further stimulation of additional projects.

 » Regulators/competent authorities may intervene to enable or restrict 
access to biological options, to ensure projects go through appropriate 
approval processes and meet wider environmental, social and 
economic needs.

 » Rules regarding project additionality, and differentiating between 
avoided emissions and removals, will be important.

 » Carbon removal should not be used when practical and 
economic abatement options to manage emissions are available. 
Corporates should set Science Based Targets to identify 
appropriate abatement and quantify residuals. Use of biological 
options (and indeed any removals) should be transparently 
disclosed as well as justified.

 » A balanced portfolio of removal options reduces the risks of 
exposure to future regulatory changes.

 » Consultancy 
support to 
set Science 
Based Target

Decision area Aspects to consider How might this develop & be managed over time What can corporates do in the meantime Available tools

Insurance and liability

Purchasing future options  » Development and deployment of new options will 
take time. Early funding is needed to get ahead of 
technology (and governance) lead times, as well 
as to build market confidence to unlock further 
funding and allow scale to be reached.

 » Establishing a regulated market could pool 
funds and direct funding into the development of 
future options.

 » Creating forward-purchase credits (e.g. futures) and 
associated markets could unlock investment.

 » Factor higher costs of removal into corporate 
climate strategy, to enable development of more 
permanent options. Internal carbon prices, and 
accounting for likely demand increases in currently 
lower-cost options, could enhance the case. 

 » Enter into dialogues with start-ups to discuss 
bespoke agreements and potential for exclusive 
access or other benefits. Creating precedent for 
these arrangements will build confidence. 

 » Review approaches taken by early movers like 
Stripe, Shopify and Microsoft 

Liability to protect against uncertain  
future removals

 » Innovation and development risk associated with 
forward purchases needs to be accounted for. 
Emitters will release residual emissions today, 
but if they are treated as being neutralised by 
future removals which for various reasons may 
not arise, corporates will face significant liability. 

 » Liability agreements needed to protect against 
the inherent uncertainty and innovation failure (for 
financial, political, social, or other such reasons). 

 » Back-up credits are most likely to be nature-
based, due to availability, but (a) the supply may be 
insufficient, and (b) it is unclear whether the two 
removal types are truly fungible, given their different 
attributes. This will make insurance complex.

 » Corporates could invest in forward-purchase credits, 
but this may need to include either extra credits or 
insurance to cover risk of innovation failure.

 » Buffer pools and other insurance agreements 
already available for nature-based projects, so could 
be replicated for novel projects. 
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Decision area Aspects to consider How might this develop & be managed over time What can corporates do in the meantime Available tools

Communications and claims

Perceptions of technologies, communication 
of risks and benefits

 » There is potential for discrepancy between sector 
needs and stakeholder expectations, given currently 
low public understanding. 

 » Shareholders, NGOs and the various publics may 
have different perceptions and visions of what is 
needed. These need to be incorporated into the 
development of removal projects.

 » Technology preferences are likely to diverge 
significantly. While biological options can resonate 
better with some groups as they are seen as 
‘natural’, engineered approaches are sometimes 
preferred for their permanence.

 » A wider regional and national dialogue may emerge 
about legitimacy of each option, driven in part by 
planning legislation, but also by national and local 
government along with industry and emitters.

 » NGOs and research bodies could bridge public 
and corporate dialogues about the use of 
biological options, particularly in terms of 
balancing co-benefits.

 » Corporates can help build understanding amongst 
stakeholders of the benefits and limitations of 
biological options and the role they play alongside 
other approaches. 

 » Undertake public engagements to build trust in 
the decision to utilise the chosen range of carbon 
removal options, providing transparent information 
about the options.

 » Partner with NGOs and research bodies to test and 
iterate communications and messaging.

 » Corporate alliances and NGO collaborations 

Potential misuse/abuse of claims  » A range of claims and targets around net-zero and 
beyond can already be observed in the corporate 
sector. These are difficult to compare, evaluate the 
appropriateness of, or measure progress against. 
It is unclear which targets and strategies are most 
appropriate for which emitters. 

 » Carbon removal is novel and can provide brand 
differentiation and thus marketing value, particularly 
given currently low public understanding. But it 
should not be used when practical and economic 
abatement options to manage emissions 
are available.

 » Climate strategies and the use of removals will 
come under increasing scrutiny by civil society 
as they become better informed on the topic 
(who already play a significant role in driving the 
climate agenda).

 » Target-setting guidelines offered by an independent 
body could reduce the need for differentiation of 
claims – it is marketing and differentiation that will 
lead to exposure.

 » Increased public understanding of different 
terminology and technology options will increase 
public capacity to recognise robust approaches. 
As long as strategies are built on solid scientific 
evidence, public dialogue, and a robust mitigation 
hierarchy, negative responses will become less likely 
over time.  

 » There may be a role for NGOs in mediating between 
corporates and the public, by appraising and 
critiquing company carbon removal plans.

 » Promote robustness through consistency, rather 
than looking to differentiate.

 » Set Science Based Targets and follow SBTi ‘climate 
positive’ approach to net-zero (see Annex 2).

 » Offer transparency about company climate plans, 
to allow external scrutiny as to whether actions 
are commensurate with target. Use public scrutiny 
as an opportunity to build credibility and reduce 
later exposure.

 » Consultancy support to set Science Based Target

 » Net-zero strategies from SBTi 2020 report

 » Recent guidance from Gold Standard outlines the 
types of claims appropriate for different corporate 
removal activities 

w
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Crucially, while observing best practice using 
a systems thinking approach to consider a 
broad array of impacts, as per the framework 
detailed in Tables 10 and 11, will drive much 
higher quality outcomes for both CDR and wider 
society, this is unlikely to be sufficient to deliver 
a CDR sector at scale. Research by the Energy 
Transitions Commission indicates that corporate 
demand would not provide finance at a scale 
commensurate with the quantity of removals 
needed over the coming decades.42 At the same 
time, work by Greenpeace has highlighted that 
present net-zero commitments place a huge, 
potentially biophysically unfeasible, demand on 
the natural world for removals.43

Reconciling these competing needs, and 
accounting for a range of wider, potentially 
unidentified ones, will require the intervention 
of independent, external actors. Collaborative 
efforts across a range of stakeholder groups 
will be needed to navigate these, and to clarify 
the ‘rules’ of carbon removal both within the 
market and outside it. Establishing standards 
and criteria to promote integrity and consistency 
of the removals traded, as well as developing 
guidelines around how removals are bought and 
sold, and by whom, will help reduce uncertainty 
and risk, improve confidence in the market, and 
increase participation and market liquidity. But 
wider governance systems that recognise the 
limitations of the market will also be needed 
– to ensure CDR can get to scale, whilst also 
providing safeguards that embed justice and 
equity, and ensure natural capital and social value 
are enhanced in the process. Non-market actors 
will need to learn how to enter into a productive 
dialogue with industry to develop this framework, 
recognising but not being dissuaded by the risk 
of ‘capture’.

Nonetheless, if corporates want to take action in 
the near term, it is likely that many of these rules 
and tools will not yet be in place. Corporates 
willing to go on the journey will need to act in the 
face of significant uncertainty to support carbon 
removal in a flexible and adaptable way. They will 
have to interact with and build on the fragmented 
landscape currently at their disposal to make 
responsible, informed decisions. This means 
applying a systems perspective to understand the 
direct and indirect impacts and implications for an 
ecosystem of actors over different time horizons, 
and remaining cognisant of the relationship 
between these seemingly distant outcomes 
and more tangible corporate impacts. Other 
organisations, perhaps most, may assume a ‘Wait 
and See’ approach. The risks of inaction must also 
be seriously explored. 

Next steps and recommendations
So how can corporates participate impactfully in 
the carbon removal agenda? Table 12 distils the 
insights from Table 11 to provide a framework for 
corporate action in the face of uncertainty. This 
framework is summarised in Figure 10. 

Carbon removal is risky and uncertain, both as a 
societal project and a corporate tool. Unproven 
at scale, it could be seen as an experiment. 
Nonetheless, it is needed to achieve climate 
targets. As emitters, and thus key stakeholders 
in climate action, corporates will be influential 
over the outcomes of such an experiment, and 
this creates responsibility. However, corporates 
are not expected to provide exact answers 
as to how this should be done. By embarking 
on a process of learning and iteration, and 
assuming a participatory and anticipatory, rather 
than deterministic, approach, corporates can 
spearhead carbon removal in a credible and 
robust way. 

42 Energy Transitions Commission (2021). Reaching climate objectives: the role of carbon dioxide removals.  
https://www.energy-transitions.org/publications/reaching-climate-objectives-the-role-of-carbon-dioxide-removals/#download-form

43 Greenpeace UK (2021), Net Expectations: Assessing the role of carbon dioxide removal in companies’ climate plans. 
https://www.greenpeace.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Net-Expectations-Greenpeace-CDR-Briefing-updated2.pdf
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Figure 10: Framework for corporate engagement with carbon removal in the face of uncertainty
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Table 12: Suggested action framework for corporates developing a carbon removal approach

Key objectives How might this be delivered internally? How might this be delivered externally?

Understanding 
emissions 
and solutions: 
‘Demonstrate 
ambitious 
abatement’

 » Report emissions data transparently across 
all scopes.

 » Report abatement measures currently 
being undertaken, where these are being 
applied, and expected outcomes for 
emissions reduction.

 » Identify and disclose easier- and harder-to-
abate emissions, and outline assessment 
criteria used.

 » Set a Science Based Target, and use the target 
to inform residual emissions quantification.

 » Communicate with shareholders to manage 
expectations for climate strategy development, 
indicating the time and resource requirements, 
and highlighting the business risks associated 
with poorly informed strategy.

 » Conduct dialogues with policymakers, the 
public, and other industry players about the 
specific abatement challenges faced.

Investigating 
carbon removal 
options: ‘Undertake 
transparent learning 
process’

 » Build capacity on carbon removal through desk 
research, expert partnerships, and external 
engagements such as public-facing discussions. 
This includes:

 » Understanding the scientific basis for 
carbon removal, 

 » Learning about the options available, 

 » Appraising the risk involved in 
different pathways.

 » Make learning process open and transparent. 
Engage strategy and marketing teams and 
other internal stakeholders to periodically 
share learnings

 » At executive level, share learnings and 
communicate at a high level the risks and 
uncertainties associated with corporate 
CDR engagement. 

 » Work with CFO and strategy team to quantify 
acceptable costs and resource allocation, 
indicating the broad stages where resource 
is likely to be needed – i.e. not simply for 
purchasing removals, but also for strategy 
development, monitoring and evaluation. 

 » Communicate and share capacity-building 
journey with the public, e.g. through social 
media, events, and progress reports.

 » Consider potential academic, NGO, or other 
expert partnerships, to advise on and review 
approach, taking into account environmental 
impact and social acceptability. 

 » Use external engagements and knowledge of 
customer base to consider current and future 
consumer preferences. Feed insights into 
appraisal of carbon removal options.

 » Demonstrate internal capacity-building process 
to shareholders and investors using KPIs or 
stage-gates, to promote confidence. 

 » Ensure executives and shareholders 
themselves share in capacity building, through 
effective information-sharing channels.
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Key objectives How might this be delivered internally? How might this be delivered externally?

Strategy 
development and 
implementation: 
‘Establish robust 
decision-making 
framework’

 » Establish, through informed deliberation across 
company, specific cost projections or spending 
allowances, resourcing requirements, and other 
limitations and expectations 

 » Appraise set of carbon removal options 
according to localised, delocalised and corporate 
impacts. Consider:

 » Whether current/future compliance 
requirements are likely to be satisfied,

 » Alignment with other ESG objectives,

 » Impact on/alignment with supply chain,

 » Long-term liabilities (financial and carbon),

 » Do actions help enable the wider removals 
market, or deplete a limited supply?

 » Work with sustainability and strategy teams 
to communicate approach internally. Develop 
narrative arguments (e.g. through roadmaps) 
that link removal approach to company climate 
objectives, including anticipated impact over 
different time horizons. 

 » Create opportunities for periodic review of plan

 » Establish appropriate messaging for removal 
approach, considering the long-term impact 
of language and how ‘greenwashing’ might be 
avoided - perhaps looking to learn from other 
corporate commitments. 

 » Develop tools and resources to promote 
understanding of more complex concepts 
and areas of uncertainty – rather than 
circumventing them 

 » Be transparent about challenges faced and 
issues that may need to be tackled further 
down the line.

 » Clarify and communicate commercial case 
for chosen approach, in terms of avoided 
risks (transition, liability, and physical) and 
opportunities to be captured 

Ongoing operation: 
‘Review, evaluate, 
improve’

 » Develop evaluation and review mechanisms 
according to relevant sustainability 
impact criteria

 » Continue to engage with the Corporate Carbon 
Removal work at Foresight Transitions

 » Host events to promote removal plan, share 
learnings, further develop knowledge, build 
network and establish partnerships for 
further work

 » Engage customers to understand perceptions 
of company and removal plan, reporting 
findings to shareholders

 » Assess impact using appropriate commercial 
metrics e.g. changes in share price, sales, social 
media engagement, and report to shareholders

 » Report progress publicly using dedicated 
impact criteria
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07.

Conclusions and 
recommendations
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Key takeaways

 » Carbon removal is a complex, dynamic, and uncertain space.

 » When engaging, corporates need to be alert to the uncertainties and possible implications (risks 
and benefits) associated with CDR.

 » The Guide supports corporates to embark upon the journey to an unknown destination, but to do so 
in a robust way - using participatory and anticipatory approaches to alleviate uncertainties.

 » Ongoing work with corporates is needed to ensure robust carbon removal can be implemented in 
real-world settings.

Corporates are key stakeholders in the 
removals sector 
Carbon removal has been established as an 
essential tool for climate action – a tool that, 
despite its challenges and uncertainties, we 
must commit to developing today, so that we are 
prepared for the unpredictable decades ahead. 

Corporates are naturally positioned, and are 
also increasingly positioning themselves, as 
important stakeholders in the emerging carbon 
removal sector, and are likely to have a strong 
influence over how carbon removal takes place, 
through their financial support and advocacy. 
Yet corporates have scarcely been engaged or 
accounted for in the carbon removal discourse. 
To date, there has been a failure to examine in 
depth what roles companies could play, or what 
impactful corporate action on removals looks like. 

This is problematic for businesses as well as the 
global climate response – the key issue being that 
there is an incomplete understanding of the risks 
and implications of carbon removal for either. 
While carbon removal deployment can create a 
host of localised and delocalised impacts across 
society, it also engenders risk and liability for 
the corporates that take it on. Yet visibility of all 
three risk categories is poor. Corporates have 
been left to research and articulate their own 
removals strategies, at significant expense, and 
without coordination or support from specialists 
and practitioners. This could lead to poorly 
informed investment; regulatory, reputational, 
technological, and financial risk; and could 
jeopardise the ability of the sector to scale.

Highlighting the wide-ranging 
implications of corporate 
carbon removal 
The Carbon Removal Corporate Engagement 
Guide aims to highlight the overlooked 
complexities, nuances, uncertainties and 
potential risks associated with carbon removal, 
while at the same time emphasising that there 
is, and must be, and path forward. While the 
underexplored nature of corporate carbon 
removal leaves companies with little confidence 
to enter the arena, by exploring considerations 
for implementation in real corporate settings the 
Guide provides greater clarity on what the next 
steps for corporate removal ought to be. 

For corporates looking to engage in the CDR 
arena in a way that minimises the risks they 
face as a business, removing carbon must be 
approached in a manner that is scientifically 
and socially robust. There is an increasing 
recognition of the need for ‘credible’ climate 
and CDR strategies – approaches that will be 
endorsed by consumers, shareholders and 
NGOs, and will not leave companies exposed 
to scrutiny. At present, a key barrier to action 
is the absence of frameworks that guarantee 
credibility, like standards and regulations. In the 
period before these are put in place (which may 
be some years), corporates will need to find ways 
to navigate the substantial uncertainties that 
surround carbon removal, and seek to define 
credibility themselves. This involves establishing 
what is known and what is unknown, openly 
acknowledging key challenges, engaging with 
new evidence, and demonstrating an approach 
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that is both scientifically and publicly informed. 
It is proposed that transparent dialogues 
about the possibilities and difficulties can be 
a facilitator of, rather than a way of deferring, 
impactful action.

While a range of competing priorities surround 
carbon removal decision-making processes, it 
is suggested that compromises on integrity will 
undermine any desired benefit, and that applying 
a more holistic, long-term perspective will lead 
to much greater reward ultimately. Despite 
increasing pressure on corporates to demonstrate 
that they are delivering a progressive climate 
agenda, a short-term, claims-focused approach 
to carbon removal will fail to satisfy this demand 
– and could come at significant cost. By the 
same token, the return on well-informed carbon 
removal investments is likely to be diverse – 
beyond meeting climate objectives, companies 
may seek financial reward through technology 
equity, improved market share, supply chain 
efficiency, and avoidance of other carbon costs 
and risk exposure. This is the basis for a ‘business 
case’ for best practice.

Ongoing work with corporates is needed 
to support implementation
Fundamentally, the business case for CDR action 
is highly challenging, perhaps by some metrics 
even philanthropic. There is undoubtedly a 
need for much more detailed exploration of the 
commercial case, and possible commercial 
models, for corporate carbon removal. 
If the carbon removal discourse remains confined 
to niche specialist spaces, it will not be successful 
in achieving widespread adoption. Ongoing work is 
therefore needed to facilitate dialogues between 
specialists and corporates, to establish a shared 
vision of best-practice carbon removal that can be 
built into the corporate climate action playbook. 
Foresight Transitions will seek to undertake such 
work throughout 2021.

The carbon removal sector needs to be scaled up 
from a virtual standing start, in a timeframe of 
years to decades. There is little margin for error, 
and it must therefore be handled simultaneously 
with caution and pragmatism. Corporates should 
be cognisant that carbon removal is a key tenet of 
net-zero, rather than a trend in business climate 
action. Moreover, removing carbon is not just a 
technological endeavour. The way we approach 
removal sends a powerful message for the type 
of net-zero society we want to be. 
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Annexes
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Annex 1: 
The Carbon Removal Glossary 
In conjunction with the Carbon Removal 
Corporate Engagement Guide, Foresight 
Transitions has developed a Carbon Removal 
Glossary to help users navigate the novel, 
nuanced and often inconsistent language used 
around carbon removal. The Glossary provides a 
broad list of terms and definitions, but also offers 
context and guidance for use, to promote a better 
understanding of the key areas of uncertainty and 
difficulty. We hope this will build confidence for a 
broader range of participants to engage in carbon 
removal dialogues and to enrich the discourse 
with new perspectives. 

With thanks to our friends at Bellona for 
reviewing this work.

Please find the Carbon Removal Glossary here. 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d 
/1jlR37DpclvAPQENWY9TYG-5F4JS99g8UWY 
Mx1LyuBfY/edit?usp=sharing
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Annex 2: 
Possible corporate strategies for net-
zero as outlined by the 
Science Based Targets initiative 
In September 2020, the Science Based Targets 
initiative published guidance on corporate net-
zero target setting.44 The report outlined five 

strategies through which a company might get 
to net-zero using the tools available. Strategies 
4 and 5 are the most credible, science-based 
pathways, as they emphasise the abatement of 
emissions and the use of removals only where 
required – with Strategy 5 (termed ‘climate 
positive’) taking an extra step to counteract 
emissions released on the way. 

Strategy How might this be delivered externally?

1. Replacing 
value-chain 
emission 
reductions with 
carbon credits 

 » ‘With this strategy, emissions within a company’s value chain are reduced at a rate that is not aligned 
with Paris-aligned emissions trajectory and carbon credits are purchased in an amount equal to the 
company’s unabated value chain emissions.’ 

 » Abatement: Some 

 » Supplemented by: Offsetting with carbon credits (from emissions reductions not removals)

2. Replacing 
abatement with 
avoided emissions 
from products 
and services 

 » ‘With this strategy, emissions in a company’s value chain are reduced at a rate that is not aligned with 
Paris-aligned emissions trajectory, but the company claims that the products or services it sells result in 
a reduction or avoidance of emissions outside of the company’s value chain at an amount equivalent to 
the company’s unabated value chain emissions.’

 » Abatement: Some 

 » Supplemented by: Offsetting with avoided emissions

3. Replacing 
abatement 
with negative 
emissions 

 » 'In this strategy, value chain emissions are reduced at a scale that falls short of what can be considered 
Paris-aligned and unmitigated emissions are balanced by CO2 removal and sequestration. This means 
heavy reliance on CO2 removal is used to enable gross value chain emissions that exceed levels 
consistent with scenarios that meet the ambition of the Paris Agreement.'

 » Abatement: Some 

 » Supplemented by: Carbon removals where desired

4. Emissions 
abatement in line 
with science 

 » 'In this strategy, value chain emissions are abated at a rate consistent with emissions pathways that meet 
the ambition of the Paris Agreement. Reducing emissions in line with science will bring emissions to zero, 
for some emission sources, or close to zero, for other activities where some emission sources remain 
unavoidable...In a science-based net zero strategy, any residual emissions are expected to be neutralized 
by the time global emissions reach net-zero.’

 » Abatement: Yes, in line with science 

 » Supplemented by: Carbon removals only where required

5. Climate 
positive approach

 » ‘In this strategy, value chain emissions are abated at a rate consistent with emissions pathways that 
meet the ambition of the Paris Agreement and residual emissions are neutralized with CO2 removal 
by the time net-zero is reached. In addition, the company contributes to accelerating society’s net zero 
transition beyond its value chain e.g. by compensating all emissions released into the atmosphere while 
the company transitions towards a state of net-zero emissions.’

 » Abatement: Yes, in line with science 

 » Supplemented by: Carbon removals only where required (to achieve long-term net-zero), plus 
compensation measures (to limit impacts during transition)

44 Science Based Targets Initiative (2020), Foundations for Science-Based Net Zero Target Setting in the Corporate Sector
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Table i: Opportunities and challenges for Persona (A): ‘Act now’ 

45  Carbon180 (2020), In search of carbon removal offsets: What our (extremely arduous) journey to find carbon removal offsets tells us about the state of voluntary 
carbon markets today, and some ideas about how we can fix them. https://carbon180.medium.com/in-search-of-carbon-removal-offsets-42abf71b3ccc

46 Greenpeace UK (2021), Net Expectations: Assessing the role of carbon dioxide removal in companies’ climate plans. 
https://www.greenpeace.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Net-Expectations-Greenpeace-CDR-Briefing-updated2.pdf

Annex 3: 
Personas – Opportunities and 
challenges elicited through 
corporate engagement

Persona (A) Opportunities and drivers Challenges and issues

Economic and 
market

 » Buying nature-based removal credits represents a 
low-cost option – relative to other more expensive 
removal options available today, but also relative 
to near-future if demand surges 

 » Inadequate supply of true removal projects today 
to meet growing demand45

 »  Future supply of NBS credits is also likely 
to be insufficient compared with corporate 
commitments, with land use being a 
major constraint46 

 » Uncertainty about if and how secondary project 
benefits will be valued in market – could 
undermine internal ‘business case’

 » Lack of clear trading rules, and uncertainty about 
whether voluntary and compliance markets 
will align in future – hinders planning and 
undermines confidence

Reputational 
and social

 » Demonstrate leadership and action on 
corporate CDR

 » Opportunity to capture environmental and 
social co-benefits 

 » Nature-based projects viewed favourably  
by shareholders and the public

 » Near-term action creates brand value  
and marketing opportunity

Technical and 
procedural

 » Lack of information about which projects 
and technologies to buy from and their 
risk-benefit profiles

 » Selecting from range of available standards in 
voluntary carbon market, determining which 
are relevant for high-integrity carbon removal 
– particularly for criteria such as permanence 
and additionality 

 » Accounting for fluctuations in removal rates  
over project lifespan

 » Lack of standards or guidance on the use of 
offsets to get to net-zero 

 » Adhering to changing standards and regulations 
will be onerous
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Table ii: Opportunities and challenges for Persona (B): ‘Wait and see’ 

Persona (A) Opportunities and drivers Challenges and issues 

Economic and 
market

 » Actions can be proportionate, targeted and 
responsive – could be more cost efficient 

 » ‘Business case’ for action on carbon removal 
unclear. Risk of action not thought to be 
worth reward

 » Action on removals currently too expensive – 
would be a threat to competitiveness

 » Regulatory compliance later on likely cheaper 
than voluntary investment today, as technologies 
have time to cost down and government can 
underwrite risk in compliance markets

Reputational 
and social

 » ‘Safety in numbers’ – less exposed to criticism if 
following sectoral or market trends 

 » Lack of precedent or clarity on good practice – 
concern about doing it ‘wrong’

 » Conversely, an emphasis on credibility may mean 
waiting for clear and stable rules and standards 
to emerge

 » Wary of historical issues around offsetting

Technical and 
procedural

 » Better understanding of shareholder/investor 
expectations and trends in consumer preferences

 » Allow time to communicate with shareholders/
investors and work to develop a more 
comprehensive, company-appropriate strategy

 » Market certainty may enhance shareholder/
investor confidence, allowing bolder action to be 
taken later on
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Table iii: Opportunities and challenges for Persona (C): ‘Play to strengths’ 

Persona (C) Opportunities and drivers Challenges and issues 

Economic and 
market

 » Harnessing existing resources and expertise will 
be cost effective 

 » Less reliant on unstable markets and changes 
in supply

 » Seeking to avoid stranded assets

 » Ability to efficiently provide removals alongside 
existing product offering can (a) reduce marginal 
carbon cost or (b) be sold as additional product

 » Lack of demonstrated finance models to fund 
land-based projects

 »  Need for start-up capital long-term investment to 
develop engineered projects

Reputational 
and social

 » Avoids competition with other companies for most 
novel and marketable approach – which creates 
exposure to scrutiny

 » Build confidence and trust in company to deliver 
removals in this way given pre-existing experience 
and expertise. Potential for leadership

 » Improve sales through pivoting to a more 
sustainable product offering

Technical and 
procedural

 » Consistent with brand – makes sense to 
shareholders/investors and customers

 » Including key stakeholders in climate transition, 
e.g. suppliers and local communities can be 
involved in projects

 » Selecting from range of available standards in 
voluntary carbon market, determining which 
are relevant for high-quality carbon removal 
– particularly for criteria such as permanence 
and additionality 

 » Accounting for fluctuations in removal rates over 
project lifespan

 » Need for systems to more accurately estimate 
removal potential in different geographies in order 
to design projects at scale required

 » Standards do not currently recognise 
value of certain biological removals (e.g. 
soil-based removals)

 » Adhering to changing standards and regulations 
will be onerous

 » Lack of standards or guidance on the use of 
offsets to get to net-zero
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Table iv: Opportunities and challenges for Persona (D): ‘Future solutions’ 

Persona (D) Opportunities and drivers Challenges and issues 

Economic and 
market

 » Exploring new business models or 
investment opportunities

 » Circumvent risks and liabilities (e.g. risk of 
reversal, need for maintenance) associated with 
biological options 

 » Secure early rights to removal supply

 » Leverage investment to establish exclusive 
benefits from suppliers

 » Long-term investment horizons unfamiliar/require 
strong business case

 » Lack of clarity regarding the reward or return 
company would receive on its investment

 » Lack of transactable markets in engineered 
removal options

 »  Need for regulated market with clear rules 
established by government to provide certainty 
and confidence 

 »  Clarity about how voluntary and compliance 
markets will align

 » Cost reduction first needed

 » Government support needed to develop 
shared infrastructure 

Reputational 
and social

 » Demonstrate leadership and action 

 » Lay foundations for leadership in future 
removal sector

 » Appealing to stakeholders – ‘innovation’ narrative

 » Responding to or pre-empting pressure from 
consumers, shareholders or investors for stronger 
climate action

 » Historical emitters taking responsibility for 
cost reduction

 » Can easily communicate impact in terms of scale 
of investment, and often easier to quantify volume 
of removals

 »  Engineered solutions less associated with land 
use change and other environmental impacts

Technical and 
procedural

 » Engineered solutions more aligned with 
company activities 

 » Lack of information about which projects 
and technologies to buy from and their 
risk-benefit profiles
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